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PADUCAH 'DAILY REGISTER,-  (%, -PADLICAll, itY., SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 15. 1906i,
ARD OF WORKS WANTS YOUNG MAN CUTS,$52,500 APPROPRIATION CAPERS ON
ttisT-311"1  STREETTHIS SUM WILL PROVIDE FOR NEW STABLES AND MA-TERIAL YARD FOR THE STREET DEPARTMENT, NEW
ROOF, EXTENSION AND REPAIRS FOR THE ELECTRIC
LIGHTIIOG SYSTEM, NEW CULVERTS AND FILLS, AND
GENERAL WORK FOR THE DEPARTMENTS UNDER
THEIR CONTROL—IF ANY NEW BRIDGES ARE TO BE
CONSTRUCTED DURING :pal BOARD WANTS PROVISION
FOR PAYMENT TO BE MADE OUT OF THE CONTINGENT
FUND—NOT UNTIL SPRING WILL THERE BE GRAVELED
rgTH STREET, GUTHRIE AVENUE, AND BOYD STREET.
11111111•1111P**1-
President Wilhelm. Secretary Tay-
lor and Member Langoaff of the
board of pubkc works, met last even-
ing in special session to decide how
much money would be needed to
'maintain during 1907 the municipal
departments coming unde, . their con.
•1 trot They decided it would take
$eOaeict for fixed expenditures while
Iran the contingent fund will come
money for nhatever new work not
now outlined. The board will recoil"-
, mend to th ti city legislative board'
' that appropriations to this extent be
merle alien the incoming council and
*Mermen take their positions the first
of next year.
The hoard remained in session sev-
eral hours last night, and in taking up
the street work decided to ask the
legislative officers to se l made $30.-
000 for this for 1907 In arriving at
this figure. the board includes in it
the maintenance of the present thor-
oughfares. grading and graveling of
new oreets to be improved, and gen-
eral work on the gravel highways.
Thi• sum includes provision for new
stables that will have to be erected to
properly care for the street apparatus
such a. horses, wagons, scraper',
sweeper% and other equipment in
thi• departnient. The street outfit is
now kept in the small stables in the
lot to rear of the city hall, but as the
city grow larger extra equipment Is
added, and thtAe present quarters are
Tent sufficiently large to properly care
for everything The boild thinks the
stable, should be built either upon
the big vacant plot of ground the
municipality owns at the, extreme end
ti North Sixth street, or where the
fsld and abandoned city hospital now
sit* n111 South Fifth near Iluaband.
street By putting the stables at
either of .these places there would be
left a big plot of ground which could
he toed for storage of all the ma-
terial used in the departments comi
big under contyal of the board of
works. and elms remove the equip-
ment from Atich close proximity to
the city hall„ 'At present public ma-
terial 4% scattered inland everywhere
' slier town and much of it ie stolen
ow account of the departmental heads
not being able to look after it in itsscattered condition. This Saci.000 alsoprovides for the present streets to berepaired and put in . fine condition.which could not be done this year on
count of not enough money. by
ny thousands of dollars, being setI *art for this department by the Re-
in
•
, publican legislative authorities now
(Is dice. Street Inspector Elliott
that leis gravel was used on the
ys during telo6 than for fifteen.,
Niel, and this scarcity of funds
the thoroughfares in a de-
nt condition
1% board of works decided tee askfor $5,ono for maintenance of thestreet cleaning department, this toprovide for repairt to the flushers,sprinklers, etc., the wages of drivers.feed for teams. and everything in thissection of the city government.
The SIMI of Resmo will be asked forfor new culverts and fills and for re-1 pairs to old bridges. This appro-priation would include ample provi-sion for many new culverts and fills.one out Husbands nearFifth, another on Fifth in that sec-tion. exteneion of the one now run-ning through Bradshaw creek on%Vest Bsoadsvey' fiiit'A.tieyontl‘ Foun-‘ \sin avenue; and 'several new ones upin the Itertheen portion of the city. Ifany new bridges are to be constructedduring t907 the board 61 work* de-sires that provision-for payment ofthem be made in fhe general con-tingeat Lund..





The public wharf and public
merlothouse a:c both under .conteol
of the board of works, but .specific
appropriations are not made for
either, the revenue derived from them
being turned into the general fund,
from whence the expenditures are
taken, therefore no pointed recom-
mendation is needed in tt,Lawei
4particulars 111 ritett
The board had the heads of the
.difierent departments to meet troth
it last night and gather ideas
ent for their 1907 recoin
At the end of this month the otnetn-
bets will frame up their annual sate:
"tient, which points out what was
done th'ia year in each department,
and also what is wanted for 1907
Wednesday at the regular session
of the board there was awatdeded -to
Edward C Tefrell the contract to
grade and gravel Nineteenth street
from 10oadavpy to Guthrie avenue.
and the avenue from Ninteenth to
Westennessee street. also Boyd street
from Sixth to Seventh Terrell was
the lowest bidder and thi. asardosent
was made with the understaneng
that these dirt streets were to be
graveled this winter, but last night
City Engineer Washington informed
the board it was impossible to effeet
the word during the cold periods on
account of so mueh bad weather al-
ways prevailing. On the recommen-
danoli of the engineer the members
then rescinded anardment of the con-
tract of Terrell who •ay he cannot
dolt this winter. It was then ordered
that new bids Ike called for immed-
iately and the contracts 'let with the
provision that the work is not to
start urtil spring opens. The con-
tractors state if they commence the
!improvement this winter the streets
may be dug up bad weather come on
and stop operations. and then the
people residing alongside the men-
tinned highhwaya have to wadethrough mod for weeks going back
and forth from their homes. In. or-
der to obviate a condition of this
character. the hoard holds the workover until spring
are combined into
SIX YEARS IN PIN FOR HOOK
Pittsburg Negro Ref oiled New Trial
for Charge of Perjury.
Pittsburg. Dec 14—The court to-
day refused a new trial to Hoot, the
negro coachman, recently convictedla perjury, and making false state-
ments regarding the character of
Mrs. Mary Hann'. He wa• sentenced




Report of Mgr. Montagnink (lobe Us-
ed by Vatican.
Rome. Dec. 14—Mgr Montagnini
reported to the vatican this morn-
ing and his report will be need as a
pretest to the powers against the Olt-Con uf France in expelling him.
OPERATOR TO BE BLAMED.
Commission Finishes Inc:piny Into
. Wreck on Southern Railway,
Richmond, Va., Dec. 14.-The state
corpratton conmsission has practical-
ly completed its investigation of the
wreck on the Southern railway in
which resident Spencer and six otherpersons lost. their lives. It has made
no pronouncemCnt, hut the whole ten-or of the testimony given before itand the practical adtrission on the
witness stand of the man himself in-dicates that the telegraph operator atRangoon is hicely to be held respon-sible for accident.
—The hard rainfall that began 'yes=today afternoon continued spasmodi-cally ihtO °about midnight. when itdied out. ,The deluge was something
fierce at periods. 
lo.
WILL RILEY SEEMED TO BE





WITH ROBBING M. C. N'-
DO WELL
Sam Burnett, Colored, Accused
Taking Several Shots at Sue and
Grafton Jackson
Will Riley is either crazy et. was
Or* ngly doped with something, .as
he committed capers yesterday even-
ing that two hours afterwards he re-
ifembered nothing about. He ham-
mered some young fellow over the
head with a whiskey bottle, badly
cutting his ear and jaw. but it. is not
known who the injured man was.
Riley 's a lad about twenty years
of age and resides four miles from
Mayfield in Graves county. He came
bete yesterday. and there is surely
something wrong with his belfry, as
about 6 o'clock last evening he en-
tend Oehlschlaeger's drug store at
Sixth and Broadway, in company
with some strange young fellow, the
latter 'ordering some medicine for
Ftiley's legs which were afflicted with
rheumatism. The stranger told Riley
to pay for .the article as he only
1-ought him there for gccommoda-
t•on Riley got out on the pavement
znd told the strange young fellow if
he did not pay for the medicine. he
would *hoot him. Riley at this jerk-
ed a whiskey bottle from his pocket
and dealt the stranger a hard blow
Over the side of the head, painfully
cutting the ear and jaw. Riley then
ambled off up the street as if noth-
ing happened About 9 o'clock last
night Officers Cross and Johnson
found him aboard the Union depot
car at Fifth and Broadway. He
stared arsatnd like on crazy on dope
and did not remember bitting the
strange man Riley was muddy from
head to foot and did not know how
be got its that condition The po-
lice finally let him go. with matrix-
tiens to return home tday, as in-
jured lad could not be found.
Quickly Nabbed Again.
Only yesterday morning Herbert
Holland was dismissed in the police
court of the charge of participating
in the bombardment of several nights
ago when several young fellows heav
ed bricks and rocks against the house
ot Sarah Watson of 732 Harris street.
In the afternoon yesterday Holland
was again arrested, this time ott d
warrant taken out at instance of M.
C MtDowell, who dims that Thurs-
day night Holland knocked him down
on Noah Ninth street and robbed
him of ninety CerlitS. Holland was
locked up and get* a trial this morn-
ing in the police court.
I" • •
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‘ti ART LECTUREICONDITION IS CON-
HEARD BY SIDERED VERY
MANY SERIOUS





*OMEN'S CLUB DID NOT7AXE UP PROFESSOR CLARK
f MATTER YESTERDAY.
14
Miss loiceette Soule Will Entertain
the P. D. C. Club This
Afternoon,
Despitl. the rainfall • of yesterday
and last evening the Washington
school anidding auditorium on West
Broadway was filled with several
hundred people, drawn out last night
to hear the art lecture by Miss, Cush-
man of the art department for the
hiniversity of Chicago. The culture
and talent of the city was there in
large knee, and the entertaining re-
marks were intellectual treats huge-
ly enjoyed by the appreciative and
responsive audience.
Miss Cushman stands pre-eminent
In her profession and has appeared
beforei!large assemblies the country
over. She arrived here yeeterday
morning, and during the monthly lit-
erary gathering in the afternoon by
the public school teachers of the city,
she delivered an informal address,
lug to the West Broadway building to
meet them. Lao evening an admis-
sion was charged everybody attend'
in while this will be done this after.
noon at 3 o'clock. except as regards
th& fdlumni asssociation apanbers,
ere.ailmitted free, inasmuch as
Weir di-
rection. Miss Cushman speaks at
emu. She cts to return to her
the* latter- at the saute auditor-
LOOP tonifiht. . .
Quite liberal has proven dse pairou-
age this fat arid,' the alumni mcm-
beriheare it intuitable they will ar-
range far other lect-ures of this nature
th irbrinter.
Neighborly Row.
, Yesterday morning Mrs. John
Kreuttzer was summoned before the
covet on the charge of using unbe-
coming language towards Hugh Mile
ler and family hello live ir the other
side of the double tenement resi-
dence the Kreutzers occupy on Jones,
between Seventh and Eighth streets.
Yesterday Mrs Kritzer had war-
rants issued against Hugh Miller and
family, and they will be before the
court this morning on the charge of
using abusive language towards Mrs.
Kreutzer. The judge will put all
under bond to keep the peace towa-rd
caeh other, it being a little row be-
tween neighbors.
Lost Overcoat.
Walter Lamb reported to the police
yesterday that some one the night
before stole his overcoat from 450
South Third street where he boards.
Keep Tab on Lights.
The police were yesterday instruct-
ed to keep a lookout each night to
ace what street lights fail to burn
and notify the board of works so that
Wontinned on Page Eight)
, 1 Women's Club
Yesterday the Women s club met at
the Carnegie library- . bui4ding on
ike'and Broadway. but there was
so di other business before them
th did not have time to make any
rgne04.as regards the proposition to
have Profestor S. N. Clark of Chi-
ea VOnbe and deliver one of his
cc lectures. .
terary committee. of which
4-rank Parham is the chairman'ha hhege of this idea and expect to
*Ant decision very soon. Pro-f Clark the head of the "pub-lic ng" department for theUt aty of Chicago, and one of the
IV Stith of the present day. *ofPa cahans haye heard kiwi "yak,and it is the4etive to have him ap-




ithryittte Soule . ol. NorthFi ,areet will entertain the P. D.C. b this,-afternoon at her home.
Holiday Rest.
the Entre Nous members will holdno session this or next week, butsontntinse during Christmas weekthey assemble as the guest, of MissLillie Mae Winstead of Seventh andWashington
DR. J. D. SMITH IS HOPELESS-
LY ILL AT HIS HOME
ON _TSFFERSON,
SUCCUMBING TO INFIRMITES
OF HIS ADVANCED AGE
CONDUCTOR BURICHAM OPER-
ATED ON FOR APPENDI-
CITIS YESTERDAY.
Svritohnisn Alfred Munday Had Nar-
row Eacape From Death, Plung-
ing Thirty Feet Over Trestle.
It is with deep regret that every--
body in this city will learn of the
hopeless condition of Dr. J. D. Smith,
the veteran and prominent physician
of Paducah. who is slowly sinking
with the infirmities produced by ad-
vanced age, he having iLttained the
seventy-eighth year of life. He has
been in failing health for some
months and last week became bed-
fast
Dr. Smith is one of the leading men
of West Kentucky, one dearly be-loved all in every circle, and sin-
cere s ss is felt at hi tt critical
state. ere has arrived to attend
his bedside the following children:Kt: • . Weightman Smith and Miss
allele E. Smith of Iola Angles, Cal..
. M. M. Smith of Whiteville. Tenn.,
and Attorney Thomas Smith of Cin-
dismati. The aged physician is thevenerabte father or Professor John D.Smith. Jr
•41.11••••••=1,
..494111111vIthl Ougsatios.
Conductor Joseph Burkbam, of theMinot% central railroad, was
iiiernin &gain erl
e r onI'VeTThiadison street to aprivate ward in Riverside hospital
t where Dr. C H. Brothers operated
foe appendicitis. The well known con-
ductor was taken otteeititTi ll -and
operation developed the faet that
sane:tie had set in and was con;
siderahly advanced. The physician
considers the operatiosea success and
Itoresent evIdeuces indicate nothing
to prevent recovery of Mr Burkham.
Resting Very Well.
Mr. Alfred Munday was resting
well early this morning at the resi-
dence of Contractor J. W. Hudson of
West Monroe street.
Through a mistake it was published
yesterday that he had fallen from a
street car when he in fact fell from a
freight car that was going ove the






CREDITORS WILL ENTER CON-TEST IN THE REHKOPF
FIRM CASE,
NO DIVIDEND FOR THREE
MONTHS FOR CREDITORS
MESSRS. CORBETT AND CAMP.BELL CAN NOW GET
DOWN TO BRIEFS.
Sanitary Inspector .Mullin ClaimsMori: Friedman Failed to Clean
Out Unhealthy Well.
The general creditors in the E.Rehkopf Saddlery company's bank-ruptcy proceedings are preparing toerode tontests regarding the rela-tive priority tif claims against theestate. The American-German Na-tional bank, contends its claim is priorto others on the warehouse receipts.pledged for loans by the Rehkopf con-cern, while out-of-ton-n firm+. thatsold Rekkopf; goods are assertingthat their bills are oft& prioray char-acter and that they have liens on thestock account selling to the Paducahfirm within ninety days before thebankruptcy proceeding was inatituted.There are some others claiming pre-cedence along wit4 wage earners. whoare given priority- over nearly every-thing.
The general creditor,' have not yetfiled these contests with the bani-
rupt Court, but Referee Bagby willtake them up inunediately upon theirlodgment.
Mr .. Rairby yesterday said therecould not be any distribution r.f num-
ween the creditors for three
Retikopf stock to J. Earl Wafters, bei
eeedinu the side of II);
cause the court permitted the trusteelo make the sale and Ict the purchaserhave three months in which to payover the price offered for 'the good.-Intil this money 47. in the trustee'shands, and the referee decides whatdainty have priority, nothing tonalpaying a divideneLcan be attained.Daly there emAnues the work oftaikng evidence the litigation wherethe bank and others are attemptingto force Si.r. E. Rchkopf individuallyinto bankruptcy. •
Get to wart at Last,'Attorney Hal S Corbett yesterdaysaid thit Just about time he andCity Solicitr Campbell got ready odraw np the briefs for use of the cityin thie.suit of the East Tennessee Td-ephone company. Judge Reed opentlehis December Urns ef criminal court,and having many cases to look after
foot of Campbell street at the time,
during that term, Mr. Corbett and Mr.
He 'is a switchman in the Paducah
Campbell had to defer work ol\cfraft--
yards and the engine Vrap pushing
cars around from one track to the mug the telephone briefs. Now Judgeother. The engine had to back somecars out onto the high trestle Hewas standing on fop of one, when theengine struck the string, of freightswith such force that be lost Ids bat-*rice.' Nis foot struck a plank stick-ing up on top of the car and hetripped, shot over the aide and downto earth thirty feet below, where helanded upon the back of his neck and the city of Paducahh from prosecut-ing in the state circuit court the
• shoulders. It is considered wonder-ful that he was not killed outright, suit the nciZipality instituted to oustThe others of the crew saw his flick- the teleP cencern from doingbusiness in 't'adneah. because the cov-
ering lantern toppling over the side
Reed has closed about everything inhis tribunal, and as the twn lawyershave time, they mill at oncetake aaplut brief proposition and getthem in shape for submieaion to JudgeWolter Evans of the United Statescourt at Loitisville. This is the liti-gation whale the telephone companyin the federil court seeks to prevent
 streets, 
of the car and down to earth past the l'P°, "6" will init buy a municipaltrestle. kle Was taken to the Hod- iranChiSe•Soil home. Magisterial Warrant.Coning Nuptials. fornia on a 
in Cali-
day issued a warrant against Mona
Magistrate Charles Etna. ',ester-
Miss Ada Celena Wahl. of near this
Friedman charging the latter with
city, and Mr. John Kennedy-, of Sick Man Brought Home.
permitting dead rats and other decay-
Malisfield, La.. will be married the . Deputy United States Marshal
ing refuse to remain in a well in the
afternoon of December 27th at the Wade Brown arAved this morningbride'tn home. They innnediately af-terwards hove for Mansfield wherethe groom is the instructor of themilitary- college located there.
., 
18 THIS A YELLOW
PERIL MENACE?
His wife is out
visit.
front Anikoika Oklahoma, with Mr.Lon Smith, who Is Very ill. Theyoung man has been sick for monthsand some weeks since went to Okla-homa for benefit of the health, but itwas not improved and Mr. Brownwent out last week to bring himhome. He stood the trip well andRumored That There Are the Rep- was taken to his home On aerival.!bents of Little Yellow Devils AtHawaii Disguised as Laborers. Thrown Into CreekA' dispatch from Honolulu dated ' Hall Bilhingsley. of this city, is
4ecomber t3 states that it is rumored suffering from a painfully sprainedshoulder, caused by getting throwninto Mayfield creek from his buggyThursday. He and others were in therig proceeding towards the Gravescounty line nut from here, when thehorses started running away. The
there and that a report has beenmade to the American governmentthat the Japs have two regiments,fully officered. on the island, diSguiSedas laborers. It is not known whetherthey are armed or not. # 
„4.
•••••••••••••
yard of the- house the accused ownsat tooa North Ninth street. J. M.Mullin, the city sanitary *inspector, gotthe warrant out against Mr. Fried-man, who will be tried December 21.The sanitary inspector asserts thathe Ordered the well cleaned out butthe property owner did not complywith the demand,
others jumped, but Billingsley let thewild horse tam until he got to thecreek. In the anmal plunged, and oustBlIfingsley leaped from 'the rig,thereby saving himself except for theshoulder, by wisely preferring aducking to leaping out on land.,














"What Is Truth?" will Ist preached
on tomorrow morning by Rev. W. T.
-Bolling of the Broadway Methodist
church, while at the evening/hour his
theme Will be "With A purpose."
Third Street odist.
Rev. Peter Fielelyavill fill his pulpit
tomorrow morning and evening at
Woe Third street Methodist church.
German Lutheran.
German services will be held to-
morrow morning by Rev. A. C. II1ton
of the Genmon Lutheran church,
while at the evening hour his theme
will delivered in the English lan-
guage.
Circuit Minister.
Rev. 'T. J. Owen will this evening
and tomorrow morning preach at the
Calvert City Methodist church, while
tomorrow night he returns to the
city and fills the pulpit at the Metho-
dist church on West Tennessee street.
Trimble Sweet Methodist.
Rev. G. W. Banks will fill his pul-
pit tomorrow morning and evening
at the Trimble street Methodist
church.
Crermsn Evangelical.
"Christmas Wlshes" will be the
subject of Rev. Wm. Bouryin's dis-
course tomorrow morning at the Ger-
man Evangelical church on South
Fifth etreet, while at the evening
/four he will preach on "Our Corner
of Co-operative Work" Both ser-
vices will be held in the English
language.
Second Baptist Church.
Rev. J. S. Pate of the Second Bap-
tist church is M Hopkinssille. but will
return today and till his pulpit to-
morrow morning and night. He has
been there straightening up
some business.
• First Presbyterian.
Rev W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
byterian church snill preach on "A
Triumpant Life" tomorrow morning.
fie haa not set chosen his type for
the evening.
North Twelfth Baptist.
Sunday school worship will be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at




Rector David Weight of Grace
Episcopal church preaches tomorroo
morning and afternoon at the regula,
hours.
Minions.
Preaching will be held tomorrow




worship will be held tomorrow morn-
ing at the First Christian church
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Preaching will be held by Rev. Var
hie tomorrow morning and night a:
the Mechanicsburg Christian church
while Sunday-school will be conduct
ed in the afternoon.
Presiding Elder.
Presiding Elder J. W. Blackard
goes tomorrow to the Mayfield sta-
tion where he will stay unt'd Monday
holding the tirst of the quarterly con-
ferences for that congregation.
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian.
Rev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
avenue Presbyterian church will
preach tomorrow morning on
"Hidden Support of Life" while his
evening theme sill be "Feast of
Jesus Christ."
Tenth Street Christian.
All the students of the Tenth street
Christian church Sunday-school are
urged to be present tomorrow morn-
ing, as there will be taken up arrange-
ments for the Christmas program.
Communiop occurs at toos o'clock.
while preaching still lie conductes1
morning nnil evening y Rev. J. r.
Shelton. le tottbif
First Baptist Church.
"One of Gods Constant Re
minders" will be presched on tumor
row morning by Rev. Calvin M
Thomnson at the First Baptist
church, while at the evening hour hi%
theme will be "A Typical F_xamfina-
non sf The Roman Soldier‘' Re-
port Concerning The Disappearance
of The Body of James"
NIGHTLY ROUND PADUCAHAN'S
PROVES COSTLY, PART IN DEAL
J. BULL PIEPER AND RUSTY
CLARK WERE FINED YES-
TERDAY.
Judge Cross Dismissed the Warrant
Against Darkies Who Were
Charged With False Swearing.
Quite costly proved the outing of
J Bull Pieper and Rusty Clark Tues-
day night. 34 yesterday morning the
former was fined Sao in the police
court, and the latter $30 and costs.
The warrant against Herbert Holland
was dismissed, he being charged with
being along in the crowd. Clark and
Pieper tried to force their was into
Sarah Watson's house at 732 Harris
street late one night, and being re-
fused, binnbared the place with
bricks. Clark is not the well known
whole%ale grocer of South Second,
who is known to his intimate friends
as "Rusty" Clark.
The judge dismissed the warrants
charging vill Grimes, Bertie Keiser
Andrew William's Ella Brown and
Julia McGooden with swearing false-
ly in the case where Grimes was
fined several days ago for being
drunk and disorderly.
W. T. Agnew was fined $r and
costs for beng drunk on the streets.
The court recognized Mrs. John
Xreutzer to keep the peace towards
Hugh Miller's family, and also recog-
nized the latter to keep the peace to-
wards Mrs. Kreutzer. The atter had
been warranted on the charge of us-
ing profane language towards the
Miller's, and it was in the cages
that they were all put under bond
The warrant against Mfrs. Krentzer
was filed away, which is a virtual dis-
missal.
SUGAR TRUST PAYS ITS FINE
Sum of $1o8,000 Given Government
Following Conviction for Re-
bating.
New York. Dec. 14.-Fines aggre-
oaring $168.000 imposed upon the
"American Sugar Refining Company
and the Brooklyn Cooperage Com-
slany in connection with accepting re-.
°bates on sugar shipments were paid
in the office of .United States Com-
missioner Shields today. This con-
etooes the prosecntion r.f the slits-
.cornua»y on the indictments re-
-tie-tied by the United States grand
jury after a long investitation.
es.
MR. A. C. EINSTEIN INTEREST-
ED IN GIGANTIC ELECTRIC
PROJECT.
The New Corpora*ion Proposes to
Give St. Louis Customers Lights
at 2 cents per Kilowatt.
Mr. A. C. Einstein, the former resi-
dent of Paducah, and who is a son-in-
law of Mr. Moses Bloom, the liquor
dealer, is taking a foremost part in
the gigantic enterprise that looks to-
wards establishing a new electric
lighting plant in that metropolitan
city. Mr. ronstein was the gentle-
man who built the Rowlandtown
street car line that was afterwards
brought by the old system here. He
now resides in St. Louis', and it is at
his house that his father-in-law Mr.
Bloom has lain for over one year
now as result of a stroke of paralysis
over corning him while visiting there
during November, Iwo
In speaking of the coming deal the
SO Louis Republic of Thursday
quotes Mr. Einstein as follows:
"According to C. A. Einstein, presi-
dent of the Eagle Generator company,
Sixteenth and Pine streets, who is
behind the projected electric light
and power plant with lights at the
rate of 2 cents per kilowatt, the com-
pany is backed by Eastern capitalists,
who are ready to make good their
offer, provided the city council holds
out sufficient inducements.*
" 'I am not at liberty to say who the
men are who are behind the proj-
ect " said Mr. Einstein last night.
"The plans are to erect a $1o.000,000
plant, and to give the city all the elec-
tric power and lighting it wants at a
rate below what it is costing now.
I am niterested, and have associated
with me capitalists who are ready and
willing tq put up the necessary money
to finance such a plant.
" 'The city now pays 4 1-5 cents per
kilowatt for lighting and power. We
make a bona fide offer to furnish all
that may be desired ot 2 cents.
" 'St. Louis should have twice as
many lights as it tioW has, and would
have them if there were a lower
rate."
"Mr. Einstein built the lighting
plant at Fort Wayne. Ind., and at
Paducah, Ky. He is interested in
several enterprises in St. • Louis
county.
'"Our object in not makirig the
ordinance brought to the attention !principles of commerce
Why Buy Trash When You Can uy
Useful Articles At These Prices
Look Over Lhis List and Select, Your Holiday Gifs From "E. LOWESTPRICED House in the City Quality Considered.
Childrens Chairs z5c to $2.5o.
Sewing Rockers 75c to $4.50.
Arm Rockers $z.5p to $7.50.
Large Leather Rockers $8.5o to $34.00
Morris Chairs $5.00 to $14.00
Couches $7.5o to $35.00.
Box Couches $to.00 to $18.00.
Davenports $2o.00 to $4o.00
Kitchen Cabinets $4.50 to 25.00
Dressers $6.5o to $30.00
French Dressers $to.00 to $10.00
Heating Stoves $t.so to $25.00
Cooking Stoves $9.5o to $14-0
Center Tables 75c to $10.00
sTuu. ItANcts
$1.00
PER WEEK small payment doers.
Library Tables $5.00 to $20.00
Dining Table $4.00 to $30.00
Sideboards $9.00 to $6o-oo
China Closets $io.00 to $35.00
Hall Trees $4.00 to $30-00
Iron Beds $9.75 to $20.00
Folding Beds $9.75 to $65.00
Bed Room Suits $13.50 to Stoo.00
Parlor Stilts $15.00 to $75.00
Library Suits $ao.00 to $65.00
Roman Chairs $3.00 to $15.00
Bicycles $12.50 to $50-00
Steel Ranges $25.00 to $50.00
Pictures lase to km
_ cry
Mirrors $1.00 to Stow
Pedestals boo to $6.00
Jardainer Stands soc to $1.75.
Plate Racks 75c to $4.00
Medicine Cabinets $1.30 to $44-00
Music Cabinets $7.5o to $15.00
Ladies Desks $4.5o to $15.0o
Book Cases $9.75 to $45.00
Combination Cases $is.so to $3000
Go Carts boo to $20.00
Rugs 5oc to lao.00
Mattresses boo to $1 a .420
Spring $z.5o to $6.5o
Cots $z.so to $4.00
so OAK PLATE RACKS-36 IN LONG AND 14 IN
WINE. SHELF 3 1-a INCHES.
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House in the City
Quality Considered
of the city council definite in its
teems," said he, "iv because we wish
to get together with the city fathers,
.ind both give and get concessions.
We have been working on the plan
for several months, and the chap
production ,if electrical power which
we propose can and will be done by
us, provided we are granted a fran-
chise."
"The ordinance for the erection of
the plant was introduced into the city
council Tuesday by Councilman
Laoler It gives no specification% as
to the plant, bet merely offers to
supply the city with all the light and
power at the named rate, and also
agrees to light the homes of citiiene
at a rate of 3 cents per kilowatt
V
The Standard Oil's Cry for Hdlp.
(Louisville Post.)
The Standard Oil company has re-
cently issued a public address, the
character of which is difficult to un-
derstand. It is a composite tiocu-
ment. It may be read either as a
threat or a plaintive plea to be let
alone at home becattse it is finding
a market abroad for American oils
It is a matter of no great concern
to. the people of America whether
American oil is exported for the en-
lightennwnt of the world or not. Un-
less we value vallie more than we
value the nil, it had just as well stay
in the groundsin America.
The Standard Oil agents have much
to say about the 'mportance of their
export trade and the competition
they have to meet abroad; they in-
sist that they arc hampered in thee:
labors to extend the foreign market
by the varied efforts of officers of
the law in America to compel them
to obey our laws. They point to their
work as a patriofic work', as though
the American people take pride in
excelling this year the record of last
for the sale of American oil in. for-
eign countries. This is a mistake.
The 411 question that directly con-
cerns the American people is as to
the power of the Standard Oil com-
pany, the means through which it se-
cured that power and the methods
it is using to retain that power.
The facts are that the Standard'
Oil company is not merely in itself
an illegal combination, it is the crea-
tion of ellegal acts and illegal com-
binations. It has been enriched by
plundering- its competitors. It has
been enriched by degrading the Agents
of the railroad companies. It has
been enriched by favore,..rebates and
concessions which viola the first
in inany
cases violate the plain letter of the
law.
This company is to be called to
judgment for these things. The facts
brought out may well startle the
whole community. Strive as they
may, the managers of the Standard
Oil company cannot keep all of these
facts from the public, but they come
into this forum with the plea that
they ought to be let alone in all of
this work, that they may still fur-
ther extend the markets for Ameri-
can oil abroad.
In all commercial history there is
nothing so humiliating air this at-
tempt of the Standard Oil company
to break the force of the recent rev-
elations concerning their relations
with the railroads. It shows alike a
lack of courage, a lack of conscience
and a lack of intelligence
NO ACTION OF PEOPLE
MORE DISGRACEFUL
And More Calculated to Damage the
Stare More Than the Conduct of
Raiders at Princeton.
The Wiestern Tobacco Journal says
editorislly: ''There is perhaps no
happening of recent date that has
caused so much unfavorable comment
as the disturbance in the dark tobac-
co region of Western entucky. It
is a deplorable state of affairs when
in a' civilized community any class of
labor must band together and resort
to deeds of violence in order to ac-
Complish a desired purpose to fight
for rights and, against adverse condi-
tione, real or imaginary. In adopt-
ing mob tactics the tobacco planters
of Western Kentucky have brought
down upon ther heads the censure of
every law-abiding citizen. Instead of
gaining public sympathy they have
lost it, and with it the chance of any
disinterested support which might
have been given them in their cru-
sade against corporation power.
There are many who view the de-
struction accomplished by the band
of law-breakers, which has become
known as the "Night Riders." as the
work of members of the Dark To-
bacco Protective association and al-
lied organizations. The leaders of
the various organizations, however,
deny all knowledge of the affair. It
is, indeed, not likely that an organi-
zation of its character, with ideals and
aims as worthy as, they are lofty
would voluntarily sanction such laws
lessness. It has always been -a well
known fact that the dark tobacco sec-
tion of Kentucky was a seat of un-
HANK BROS..
Have a Line of Presents
That Anyone Would Appreciate
Pocket Knives
























rest. The planters in that locahty
have always been the most dissatis-
fied of any wish the prices paid by
the large buyers of tobacco and are
the most bitter in their fight for a
higher schedule. Just what they. ex-
pect to accomplish by resorting to
violent measures is not easy to see.
Burning and dynamiting the large
tobacco warehouses and the conse-
quent destruction of a large.quanity
of tobacco will scarcely influence
these buyers to be more liberal with
their offers. It is to be hoped that
the state government of Kentucky
will take a handsin the matter and
endeavor to. bring about the appre-
hension of the guilty parties, in order
that the innocent and law-abiding
planters of Western Kentucky may
not suffer unnecessarily.
EX-OFFICIAL SUED FOR FEES
Former Sheriff Accused of Illegally
Retaining Over Koos.
Marion, Ind., Dec. 14.-Suit was to-
day fled to recover $8,000 front C:
C.. Bradford, ea-county "ritual The
amount is fees collected bv the sher-
iff which, it is alleged, were illegally
retained by Lim.
5.
NEW SPELLING IS ABAN-
DONED BY ROSSEVELT
All Government Printing Hereaftte
Will Be in Old-Fashioned Style.
Washington. Dec. 14.-President
Roosevelt will withdraw his simpli-
fied-spelling order to the public On-
ter, and hereafter all documents front
the executive departments will again
be printed in the old-fashioned style.
Representative Landis, of the joint
committee on spelling, had a confer-
ence today with President Roosevelt,
when the president said he did not
wish to have the spelling overshadow
other matters of greater importance.
and expressed a willingness to revolce
his order for the new spelling incase
the hbuee of representatives should
go on record as opposed to the sys-
tem\
The house then settled the matter
by adopting' a resolution "to adher
to the standard of orthography pre
scribed in generally accepted diction-
aries of the English language." Th
meaoure was passed without a diet
senting vote.
It's difficult for a man to keep coo















































































































HE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN RE-ORGANIZED, MRS GEORGEC. WALLACE BEING THE *JEW PRESIDENT, MISS MAR'THADAVIS THE SECRETARY, MISS ELIZABETH SINNOTT THETREASURER AND MR. JAP TONER THE INVESTIGATINGSECRETARY—LADIES WILL RESUME THEIR COMMENDA-BLE WORK, AND IN ADDITION ESTABLISH AN EMPLOY-MENT BUREAU FOR THE POOR DESIRING WORK—WILLGET ALLOWANCES FROM THE CITY AND COUNTY GOV-ERNMENT.
The good ladies of the city who
several weeks ago decided to disband
the Charity club have changed their
iota and re-organized the association,
which was gotten together again yes-
terday. The commendable body has
for a number of years past looked af-
ter the poor of this city and county,
but as it is, such an enormous -task
the women concluded they would
.ahandon thc calling, but there is such
a pressing need for their good work
that they reorganized yesterday and
•chose the following officers: Mrs.
George C. Wallace, president; Miss
Martha Davis, secretary and Miss
Elizabeth Sinnott, 4reasurer.
The ladies selected Mr. Jap Toner
to be the general investigating sec-
retary, whose -duties., it will be to
sec that every application for help is
properly. investigated Wore assist-
ance is granted. in order to obviate
, the Possibility of lending aid to
bases not deserving. Ile is a well
young newspaper man and
adapted to the work
It has been aranged that Mr.
loner isall h-ie his headquarters at
the 1City Hail, this being the most
doessnient place. inasmuch as ninety-
fire per cent of the poor people
wsliting assistance either go to the
hall os make their wants known
through the police or others having
headquarters at the buildng. A place
will be fixed up foe Men and the
conveniences of investigation accord-
-ed.
Advice to Unwedded.
The Rev. James T. Marshall, pas-
tor I 0( the Second Presbyterian church
of Oak Park, told his flock these
things about gettias married•
Nine me.. out of ten need to bemanaged.
Rebecca wts what we call a manag-
ing Ve ..1•1111
She could manage a home, a
of camels—or a !unbend.
More people are divorced Ui the
United States than in all the coun
tries of Europe put together. .
One out of every ten of our mar
tied couples separates
Why should we- act like idiots be-came we are in love?
The greatest antidote to crime
the home, .
The funny man would he bankrupt
if there were no brides and grooms
The girl who will deceive her fath-
er will later deceive her husband.
Trust the rrl who is a good daugh-
ter.
Sol.unon must have been 3 goodauthority upon wives—he had sev-
eral hundred ..f :hem
When Talmage% are contracted in
the fear of God, the divorce courts
will be empty
A woman ha' a• much right to joina club as a man.
Chicago, Dec It —Modern Rebec•who runs away and marries Isaac
,ad then teleegraphs back to Beth-ISO that they will be home in, a week'to get parental forgiveness will nothe a good wife. That is just whetiIlt Rev. James T. Marshall, pastorthe Second Presbyterian church ofk Park, told his congregation.
The minister took Isaac by way ofsxample He said that nine men outof every ten need to be managedIsaac was err the nine class and hefound in the active, aggressive wom-an iust 1hr manager he needed.
"Rebecca." said, Dr. Marshall'showed herself equally able to man-age a house, a herd of camels—or a',husband."
Tile Rev. Mr. Marshall said thatlow ideals in courtship and marriage
M resulted in more divorces inrica than are granted in all thecountries of Europe, combined. Oneout of ten couples, he said, separatedand there are married persons whosehomes are far from heavenly.
He insisted that the passage of uni-form divorce laws would not remedythe divorce evil and that supervisionover the marriage before it was con-tracted was of more importance thanseparating the participants after theceremony. The Rev. Mr. Marshallsaid in part.
"Why should we abrogate our in-telligence and act like idiots simpinbecause we are in lover
"Questions of health, mental pe-tguliarities and moral character shouldte weighed before two people withimmortal interests are tied with abond which dhotild be broken bydeath alone.
"liewer persons marry now thanformerly. Men are ling in bache-lor apartments and women are enter-ing sores and offices and jostlingmen on the streets in good businessfashion. There is pith to the toast:'Here is to woman: once man's su-iperior, now his equal!' The resultbad. .
".Voltaire says;. 'The mrn Lilatf;cd-
The city off.eials will resume their
donation of Sicio per months to the
club in order to help the ladies thatmuch, while assistance will be given
by County Judge Ligtithaot, inas-
much as the women look after the
poor for both the city and county.
The ladies will also seek and receivecontribution.. from the public as in
the past as the large/ the donations
the greater amount (Tf good the no-
ble ladies can accomplish.
The ladies have decided that in
the very near future they will inaug-
urate a new feature of their work. It
will be an "employment bureau" pre-
sided over by Mr. Toner. Then when
any poor person out of work makes
epplication for a position tney can. be
referred to first this or that estab-
lishment or factory which wants
alter
workmen. Whenever an est ' •
ment wants to employ anyone ' y
will notify the ladies or general sec-
retary, who will be in position to
offer employment its those deserving
and desiring it. Many times the. La -
es run across cases of sallies who
contend their destitution is brought
abt tit by inability to secure employ-
herd
dftamed. ..daladd. =I/ diddimalnd edds/./••••••••••ment. By operating the biireau work
csn be offffercil these arties and
thereby ascertain if they Ire ,C011bIS-
tent in their contentions, that they de-
sire employment The good women
think this will be quite a ialuable ad-
junct and be of great assistance in
helping their %suck
men you have the fewer crimes there
will be.' The great antidote to crimeis the establishment of , Christian
homes. A man with a sweet wifeand a number of lovely children haslittle excusç for his meanness.
"One trouble is that the whole sub-ject i. treated so flippantly. Thefunny man would be bankrupt ifthere were no brides and grooms
-The story of Rebecca suggestssome lines of advice to young per-sons The parents of the contract-ing parties should be consulted. Thevery first thing Rebacca did when shereceived Isaac's proposal was to run
and tell her mother. The modernRebecca run. off and get• marriedand then telegraphs back to Bethuelthat she and Isaac will be home nextweek to receive the parental forgive-ness. The girl who will deceive herfather will deceive her husband alittle later. Trust the girl who is agood daughter.
"The wife should have dome•tictastes. A woman is not to be a meredrudge I have no quarrel with wo-man's clubs A woman has a. muchright to belong to a club as her hus-band has. A man will spend exnights a week smoking and playingcards at his club and then grumblebecause his wife goes once a monthto a woman's club or to hear a lec-ture on Browning Nevertheless, aswoman is at her best in the home, asits head, ignorance of housekeepingis inexcusable Our schools are tobe commended for including domes-tic science in their 'curricula.
"Where is the man so hardenedthat he can recall without emotionthe pure days of his childhood, whenhe knelt by a little crib and a goodlywoman taught him to lisp the child'sprayer, 'Now I lay tne down to sleep.'Wlien our marriages are contractedin the fear of the Lord, our divorcecourts will be empty."
FOUND
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY RATES
N., C. & St. L. Ry.
Fare and a third, plus asc, round trip.
Tickets on sale Dec. 20 10 25 and 3o
and 3t, and Jan. t. Unlit Jan. 7. 1907.
To Local and Through Points, includ-
ing all the Southeast and many points
Wkst.
For particulars inquire of TicketOffice, 430 Broadway, Phone 212;
Norton Street Depot, Phone 22; Tick-et Office Union Depot, Phone 85.
HELD ON TRUST CHARGE.
Case. Against Omaha Coal Dealer
Results in Victory for State.
—essian
Omaha, Neb., Dee. 14—After beingout two days the jury in the case ofS. E. Howell, president of the Ome-ha Coal exchange, charged in cornspany with the seventy-nine othermembers with maintaining a trust, re-turned a verdict of guilty. The casewill be appealed.
This is the first trial tinder an in-dictment that includes practically ev-ery coal firm in the city. The- courthas indicated an intention of tryingeach defendant separately and thenext case will be called Monday.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTERAND GET RESULTS.
SUFFERED AGONIES
FOUR YEARS
Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh— Tried Different Physicians andAli Kinds of Ointments —CouldWalk Only With Crutches—Ohio
Mal Says:
"CUTICURA REMEQIES
THE BEST ON EARTH"
*Ls the year 1899 the side of myright foot was cut off hem the littletoe down to the heel, and the physicianwho had charge of mewaaltarciring to sew up
the e of my foot,
but with DO success.When he found outthat wouldn't 'work,
he began trying to
bog the wound with
aillinds of ointment,
until at last my whole
foot and 'way up
above my -oaf was
nothing but proud
flesh I suffesed urt-told agonies for four years, and tried, afferentiohysicians and all kinds of oust-meats, !could walk only with crutches.It is sixteen months ago eines I began'acing Cutieura Soap and Ointment formy limb and foot. The first Iwomonths the Cutioura Remedies did sotseem to work, but I kept on using themboth. In two weeks afterwards I sow achange in any limb. Then I began usingCuticura Soap and Ointment often dur-ing the day and kept it up for sevenmonths, when my limb was healed upJust the same salt I never bad trouble.'It is eight months now sines Istopped using Cutieura Remedies, thebeet on God's earth. I ant workingat the present day, after five yearsof suffering. The cost of CuticuraOintment and bp was only Sfl;hut the doctors' bills were more liksWO. You can publish my nanig tadrefer any one to write to me ShoutCuticurs Remedies. I will answer allletters if postage is enclosed. John M.Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,June 27, 1903."
Cosolost Sa•mmol T••••••••I ••••,••••••/, Own rlsoiaisi Ihmstilla. 40••• It•••••• *••.assilleef of Zeller _Imp. ••••••••., •••.,, MIL Is Okomille ONIMI rON• 1.•W elk lowl• lad all illniabg‘ondettei sees owpue=• e•••• ram.
" Mega Casella* 111114 lane lawswea`
I .The grouch and the growler will behowling iway
When the' cher-tal hustler has won
DEPEW DISCUSSES HIS FALL
Fifty Yars of Adulation, Two Years
of Reproach.
— -
-For fifty years,- said SInaoirChauncey M. Depew tonight. whilehis eyes became reflective and hesipped his after-dinner coffee, "I hadnothing but flattery and praise fromthe press. Oentered politics as soonas I left collegeoas a stump speakerin the campaign of 1856. All thefifty-year period of my activity in pol-itics that followed called out noth-ing but praise from the newspapers.During the past two years I havehad nothing but unlimited criticism."I am cunous to know just howlong it will take for the criticism toreduce entirely the feeling of gratifi-cation—the swelling of my head—thatwas created by. the fifty years of flat-tery. I realize that there has beena reduction, a surprising reduction.when I reflect that the oppmingforces operated in the ratio of fifty totwo."
And the senator from New Yorklaughed with a laugHthat seemed tohave no bitterness in it, says a Wash-ington telegram to thc New YorkSun.
Senator Depew reached Washing-ton this evening with Mrs Depew andwent at once to the handsome resi-dence at Eighteenth and N .streets,which he leased about a year ago.Mt Depew talked freely aboutthings of interest, breaking the si-lence he has maintained in the lasttwo years. He answered questionsreadily.
"I donbt if congress would pasts anincome tax law in the face of the rul-ing of the supreme court of theUnited States," said Mr. Depew. "Itwould be equivalent to congress re-versing the supreme court and mak-ing a law which would be no lawunless the supreme court afterwardreversed itself. Of course, as theformer decision was carried by a voteof foku to five, a case might possiblybe made in which that decision wouldbe overturned. Still, congress alwayshesitates long before legislating uponlines which the supreme court of theUnited States has declared unconti-tutionol."
Senator Thomas C. Platt also gothere today. He Was accompanied onlyby a valet. Mr. Platt went frm the'station to the Arlington hotel, wherehe had an early dinner and retiredimmediately thereafter,
He has aPAstrrrents at the Arling-ton which he has occupied for mostof his official life in Waashington.After his second marriage he gavethem up and lived at the Willard andat Stoneleigh Court, the big apart-ment house of the late John Hay.








Practice in all the courts of thStati. Both phones 31.













25,000 New WordsNow Gazetteer of the Worldwith awe ihn WOO) Utica, bawd on theUtast census returos.
New IlMegraphicial Dictionarycoataunne the names of' over I11,01:41 notedpersana, date of birth, death, etc.
L
Alsolhfobeter's Cellesisie Oletiemarypais Poor stonsoississ.Dittitt• atimar 'UAW% I.. fraud tem
&taloa 7 a Willa barna a Weilas.
ism PION% de liblepws. 5 11•••811.1 Minya
`Illoinurrwriskla" Elmmov•alpmelilui•• G. 0 C. MERRIAM CO.. •rubltehere. Soria/n*1d. Mae*. ,* 
'If
_saw by W. J. 11.4.1Litlit.united Mann uosoalmaaiwoladveation
2380 Qillatrt• Pagespaw Mew 1816n.• aft %rap.Needed in Every Home
Increasing Average of Life.
A writer in the London Lancet findsthat the average of life has been in-creased from "a trifle under forTyyears in 1834 to a trifle over forty-eight in 1900." A gain of eight yearsin less than half a century is trernendents Should the progress continuethe world will again sec Methuselahs.
J._0. Sowers
gor rrosonts




An inspection will satisfy you asto the superior quality of our nice




WATCH WORK A SPECIALTY
ic224 BROADWAY
fAlattYTIR.
44a AN, ir4 66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly




YOUR 01CHILIES CHRISTMASMay Be Permanently Helpful in One Way
If you give it temporary things, it will receive temporary pleasure andno profit. If you give it a useful present, one that will last some time, thechild will be helped.
A bank account at this bank is the most useful present you couldgive your child, and at the same time it would teach a habit—the habit ofsaving—which would be the most valuable lesson than can bs learned inchildhood.
Last Christmas many parents gave a bank account to their children.You can start the account with any sum you please above one dollar.Present your child with a bank book Cnristmas morning, showing that hehas several dollars to his credit in our bank, and he will va:ue it aboveeverything else you may give him.
Come down to our new building at 210 Broadway any day betweenthe hours of 9 a. rut. and 3 p. m., or Saturday night, and start the ac-count with u dollar or whatever you please. It will be made out in your
sums.
Mechanic's & Farmer's Savings Bank
child's name and he can have a Steel Home Savings Bank to sai small
210 BROADWAY
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telt Register Building, 523
 ' er condition and did the best it could
WILHELM. Treasurer the city 
wants clean streets and gut-
vtith the funds at its command. If
S g. WILHELM, PresidentIt
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary ters, it 
must toot the bills.
1 The amount asked for the light
Bettered at the Pastor:toe of Padu- plant $12.500, will be needed unless
tab, Ky., as second-class mail matter 1 toe ci i :ty wishes to leave matters 
just
as they are. The sum of $9.500 
was
One Year . , $5.012 expended on its operation this year,
Viz Menthe a . 3.50 'i arid $10,000 for that purpose for Papa
Three Months 
One week ........ ...  
I.'S is needed. The people are 
clamoring
 .50 for more lights and petitions are
I4lling in to that effect. While the
Anyone failing to receive this paper
p
regularly should report the matter to 
resent plant has neve electrical ma-
The Register .Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 358.
Saturday Morning, December 15, 1906
Appropriations Needed for Streets,
Etc.
The amount of 'the various funds
deemed necessary by the board of
public works for the conduct of the
several departments next year, under
its control and supervision at irst
giance will perhaps seem high, but a
careful analysis as brought out at
the meeting of that body last night
fully justifies the amounts named.
As we understand it, the board
takes this view of the situation. Pa-
ducah is growing rapidly and is be-
coming a full fledged city. It takes
money to run a city, especially to
keep the streets in good repair and
'clean. Improved streets must be
kept' clean—ill kept streets • are a
draw back to a city. Paducah must
enarge its street cleaning depart-
mot or neglect the improved etreets.
No permanent repairs were made to
the graveled streets- of Paducah in
le.o6 and next spring will furnish the
esidences of neglect for the avant of
funds for that pnrpose. The bond
money is, about exhausted, d.and if
any more streets me to be recon-
structed one-half of the amount, and
the intersections, must be paid by the
-c:iy out of the street fund. The
b, ard contemplates taking several
lo..cks of streets and excavating for
•.a good gravel foundation, each three
Layers to be rolled and the laq one
toisced with tar, and see what the
eroult will be. It tom been urged
that much new sidewalks be laid, if
eacP intersection of four corners
will coat the city 'too each The
,adandonment of concrete curb and gut
ors in new work wia discussed with
the eity engineer and the conclusion
about reached that stone curbing and
vitrified brick gutters on C )11C:" et e
foundations would be more durable
and economical in the long_ run.
In the $3o,000 suggested for
streets if included the expenses of
int-pee/4g and caring for the sewers
wind will probably raw to $2,500 or
more. &fore the firm six months of
lool...eeptees,the second sewerage dis-
tirid will be completed and the basins
• and traps require attention, calling
for an increased force.
• The stable accoMmodations of the
street departmenitoon the city hall
Jot are inadequate and provisions
most be made for the additional
teams to be purchased and also for
a lot on which to store the city's
street material that is now scattered
from Mechanicsburg to Rowlandtown
4-0 vacant lots, much of which is
stolen. Some m4intha ago the board
recommended the establishment of
the city stables on North Sixth street.
Saar. on South Fifth street at the old
-city hospital, and as something must
be done for stable room, a modern
barn and shelter for teams, wagons
aild rollers must be provided.
The $5,000 for culverts, fills and
esosairs to bridges will be needed next,
year. ; Substantial and peenianeift'
culverts arc needed at Broadway and
Cross creek, also near Tennessee
Street; at Husband near Fourth
street, and others of smaller dimen-
sions in, the northern part oi the city.
The fills contemplated next year to
meet the demands to connect outlay-
ing territory will cost con'Siderable.
Then comes the sfteet cleaning
trequiring the increase of men and
chinery and lamps, the repairs and
purchises are as apt to be just as
beaky as this year, and the board
proposes to remove a number of the
poles front the streets. The im-
provements contemplated embrace
the painting of eves,- pole owned by
the city, in order to improve their
aepearance, and then an ordinance
requires the pole using companies to
ksep their poles painted, therefore,
the city should obey its own law.
The pole problem is one that the
present board has wrestled with ear-
est!), and faithfully, and if it cannot
get the poles off of Ole streets it wilt,.
a: least attempt to make them look
respectable. A slate roof art the
power house is another ;improvement
contemplated, the present metal roof
bring full of holes. Other needed im
peovements are very apt to arise and
require more than the sum suggested.
The board of public works •goes
upon the i,lea that Paducalt is face to
face with conditions that it must
meet fairly and squarely, not to
dodge anything, but to take hold and
meet the requirements of the year in
the spirit that should characterize
41l busineas transactions. lit their
judgment every dollar will be well
spent or remain in the treasury Bet
to maintain the streets and publit
oays in the manner that a city of the
size ost Paducah demands, will re-
quire every dollar 'Set forth in the
board's estimate of the needs for the
coming year. A city cannot spread
out, 'ncrease its populabbn and traf-
ilc, and not increase the expenditures.
'teams for the improved streets, and
also for cleaning the miles of gutters
that cannot be reached by the chain
gang._ All last summer the board of
health, the newspapers and people • ing
were constantly complaining about the
inany of the gutters, but the board will
Broadway had no money to keep them in prop- feel
•aa
giv/pause to the feeling ui jocular- *******•••*••••••••••••peet
ty which prevailed during the earlier 
es •IWEILLE CONFESSED TO Ir
proceedings. 'We may question the 
* FEIGNED INDIFFERENCE *
wisdom of the prosecution in dismiss-
several other pending cases on,
theory that the present penalty
act aa a deterrent, but .we may. -
reasonably certain that the au-
gar trust will not hereafter look up-
.on the law as a merry jest. The
abroad grin has been supplanted by an




Vigilance such as that recently
shown by the police in raiding gam
bling resorts as to be commended.
proves to the pubhc how easily thi
functions of the department may be
exercised in the direction of duty as
defined by the law.
But why not go further than raids
on crap games and their negro par-
ticipants? It is a matter of common
gossip that handbook bets may be
tirade in downtown resorts. Patrons
of barber shops, billiard halts and
similar resorts • know where to find
the handbook. Where such casual
acquaintance identifies the existence
of the game the police should have
no trouble in locating the "shops."
Once discovered, these places should
be persistently raided until their op-
cratonsoare forced out of business.
'In the event that it is not possible
to secure convictions by reason of
flaws in the present law -regulating
betting and pool selling, Gov. Folk
may be depended upon .to recom-
mend oa the legislature amendments
that will make the measure effective.
Vigorous prosecution of' theevin
&reedy in line with Gov. Folk's ad-
vice to thoroughly test the legal status
of the law in time to ascertain ita
weaknesses and prepare remedial
amendments for legislative action.
The whole agitation against this
form of gambling will bring about the
desired result.
The police are making a good start.
Let them keep up the work and clean
the city of gamblers and 'gambling of
every form.
When The Burlington road issued
its order recently that its engineers
were not to run, its trains faster to
make up lost- time it took a radical
step to diminish the munber of rail-
road fatalities. The Burlington -has
taken a noble stand and ,it is to be
hoped that every other road in this
follow its example. Almost every ter-
rible railroad catastrophe of recent
times has been due in part at least to
running fast to make up "lost time."
—Chicago Chronicle.
Once more a look oi pained sur-
prise overspreads the sugar trust
Physiognomy. Fines aggregating
$rso,otio in a single case of rebating
New Attack on Gamblers
New York, Dec. 14—Of the 144
men arrested in a raid on so East
Tenth street poolroom by District At-
torney Jerome and the pollee depnrt-
mcnt yesterday 103 were taken to
court today in ten patrol wagons.
They were examined in batches of ten
in a room off the courtroom proper
and Mr. Jerome appeaeed in person
to press the charge against them. It
is said that the prisoners were given
their choice between going before' the
grand jury and tellng what they know
of gamblng or being held for trial
for failure to assist the police in the
performance of heir' duty at the time
°Gibe raid. It also was said that in
the future all persons taken in gain-




It Is Said to Surpass Any of Our
Own Department Buildings.
The first of a superb group of gov-
ernment buildings, most of them al-
ready under construction, has just
been finished in Mexico Gey. The
postoffice building, the corner stone
of which was laid on September 14,
ifloa, now awaits only the special fur-
niture ordered from the United States
to be complete.
Architecturally, the new postoffice
is unexcelled by any building in the
colintry. and as a thing of real beauty
surpasses, in the opinion of many,
even the Congressional libiary at
Washington. it is far bnperior to any
office budding owned by the United
States government.
The interior of the building is in
rare marbles, mosaics and bronze.
Every of decoration is of the fin-
est material,. and the imitation stone
and marble which boor so often been
remarked otherwise handsome build-
ings in hlexic are nowhere else to be
seen.
The new postoffice building ip the
first government building in Mexico
of any architectural deiign uortliy of
the name. It is of fireproof con-
struction. 'oft %frame being the first
steel frame to go up in Mexgen City.
LAYING FLOOR.
• ,--
General Agent Donovan May Be Able
to Move Into New Quarter
Next Week.
The tile flooring is n.iw being put
in at the corner office under The
Palmer at Fifth and Broadway, and
things; are beginning to look as if
General Agent John T. Donovan can
commence moving into the place by
the last of next week. He will use
that room as the downtown general
freight and passenger office of the
Illinois Central railroad.
SHOW $30,000,00o DECREASE.
Eighty-Fise_Trust Companies of New
York File Their Reports.
Albany, N. Y.. Dec. 14,—The total
eeSOUTCeS of the eiglity-five trust com-
panies in this state glow a decrease
of $3o,000,000 in three months, a:-
cording to figures contained in a state-
ment issued by the state banking de-
partment on the basis of reports show.
ing their condition at the close of
business on Wednesday, November
14. •
New Counterfeit $zo Bill.
New York, Dec. 44.—One of the
best counterfeit; that has recently
come to the notice of the government
authorities found los way to the sub-
treasury today. It is a $io silver cer-
tificate bearing the Buffalo imprint.
The back of the bill is even a closer
counterfeit of the original bill than
the face, but both are good enough
to deceive any but experts. This bill
is the first of this particular counter-
feit, that has reached the (hands of
the government. Efforts will be Made
to trace it.
The Married On-e.--Oh, we settle
our differences by arbitration. The
Single One—And who arbitrates? The
Married One—Oh, I do, of course.—
Sketchy Bits.
Miss Simpleton—I understand.ahat
in some hotels one often sees Palms
about the dning rooms What kind
of palm is the most prominent? Mr.
Dinewell—The wniter'r.—Tkf.31i its.
Investment is puttioa monsy :ato
chicken farming. Speulat ion . is
counting the chickens befdrsahey are
hatched.
The more entrW,
his work for °the& +





, It seems passing strange thit any
man should ask whether a woman
who feigns indifference and coldness
toward a man whom she loves, but
who has not declared his love for
her, is, as .he expresses it, "worth
while"; and he quotes Schopenhauer's
"All Women lie and deceive; it is
their nature."
It is an old proverb in many lan-
guages that hypocrisy it among a
woman's chief virtues; but counter-
feiting, in th.s sense, is. not treach-
ery—it signifies merely the power to
dissemble, to conceal one's real feel-
ings, an important art in this censo-
rious world, where few men and no
women may wear their hearts upon
their sleeves and pass unpecked of
daws. lqi*
That "a man may choose, but a
woman must wait to be chosen" is a
proverb well nigh as old as human-
ity; an axiom which duly Must be tak-
en into account in all discussions of
love and marriage; a fundamental
principle of courtship which custom
and tradition alike forbid one to dis-
regard. Therefore it is not only un-
just, it is foolish, to blame a wo-
man for putting into practice the les-
son wh.ch she is tilught from her
youth up—hidentr, even denying her
love until the man whom she love.,
having sought her heart and courted
her favor, asks for it in manly fash-
ion and the time is ripe for her sur-
render wader circumstances befitting
her dIgnity and self-respect.
Even when openly sought a wo-
man often hes tates to admit to her-
self, still more to her suitor, that
she reciprocates his affeetion. Not
only' lives training and precept teach
her that in order to be charming a
woman ninat be coy; but there is a
sort of instinct which resents the force
of the new element which has entered
Into her life. Sheh objects to the
knowledge that she can no longer be
a law unto herself She hesitates
half afraid to commit herself and her
whole future into the keeping of an-
other, and dreads what she also de-
aireve—a state of feeling which moat
women understand but of which men
with a few rare exceptions, have
comprehen•ion.
laird Byron, who in his day
garded as a past master in
du coeur. has sail that.
"Man's love is of man's life a thing
apart;
'Ti; woman's whole existence.
And, while the sayini doe% not hold
good with all. it is ne the less true
of many. Love means much more in
comparison to a woman than it does
to a man—at least to most men. It
means the alteration of the whole
course of her life, the subject on of
her will to a stronger, the breaking
of old ties, the formation of new
ones—in short, a thorough uprooting
and transplanting; and the wiser a
woman is the more she hesitates to
take the momentous step, unless, in-
deed: a'. often happens, she loses her
head and, swept away by the tide of
emotion, so new, so strong, she is
couscous of but one idea—love, only
love—and counts the rest of the world
well lost for itioaake.
It is scarcely to be wondered at
still less is she to be blamed, that
her manner changes, that she is as
variable in her moods as an April
day, sunshiny and chilling by turns
charming one moment and repelling
the next, treating her perplexed lover
in a capeciotta fashion which reduces
him to a condition of despair until
some more experienced friend eon-
soles him iiith the information that
such mysterious conduct is only a wet-
man's way of postponing the afft of
herself until she is sure that the Ilan%
held out aro her are strong, and true
and tender to have and to hold.
Of course all this applies only to
cases when the woman's love is gen-
uine; when she pretends to affection
which does not exist the charge of
deceit is justifiable and the sin is net
to be excused. When a man offers
a woman he love and his name he
pays her the greatest compliment of
which he is capable, and therefore
merits courtesy and consideration even
though she is unable to return hiS
love and so accept his offer.
If natural instinct teaches a woman
to yield with apparent reluctance
when she is ardently wooed by a
lover in whom she has every reason
to trust, 'how much more does, n be-
hoove her ,to be upon her guard and
to conceal her love with jealous care
when that love has been bestowed
unsought? It is an admirable theory
that no woman shall fall in love un-
til she has been invited in unmistak-
able terms to' do so, but unfortunately -
the practice does not always march
with the theory.
"Why do I love thee? Foolish heart
be still!
Is human love the growth of htiman
The hearts of men and the hearts
of women Are notch alike and fond.
and a woman is by no means alway;
to blame that she falls in love unad-
visedly and -nnwisely. As a rule love
comes oradually; the phrase "to fall
in love" ,is scarcely correct. It were
better to say that one slides into





GUILT AND WAS FINE
RETAIL CLERKS' UNION YESTERDAY IN THE FOLIC
COURT SCORES THEIR FIR frT VICTORY IN THE WARFAR
THEY HAVE OPENED UPON FIRMS WHICH KEEP OPEN
TO SELL GOODS UPON TVS SABBATH—UNDERSTOOD
THE CLERKS WILL MAKE 13USINESS MUCH BETTER FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENTS DOING BUSINESS DOWN ON
SOUTH SECOND STREET BETWEBIN BROADWAY AND,
KENTUCKY AVENUE.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing the Retail Clerlas union of the
city scored their first victory :n the
warfare they have opened up on busi-
ness houses that keep open to ssil
goods on Sunday. The case Was that
where the clerks bad gotten out a
warrant against the B. Weille & Sons
tstabhahment charging that concern
with disposing of goods last Sabbath.
Judge Cross assessed a fine of $2 and
costs against the firm. When ties
warrant was first gotten out, the
Weille firm announced that they in-
tended fighting the matter and couli
prove that they eod not sell on-Sunday
The clerks employed Hon. John K.
Hendrick so as to have a sure enough
attorney to prosecute the watrant,
and agreement had been made for
the matter to go over from yesterdas
mail next Monday, Col. Hendrick
thinkino he would have to be out of
the city yesterday. Yesterday when
the warrant was called, though, he
was here, and the case not even gone
Mt°. as Weille confessed to being
guilty of violating the Sabbath and
comes creeping upon his Victim un-
awares; so that if a woman asks hers-
self when she first began to care she
often finds it d fficult to answer the
question. Moreover, there are men
who pay more or less court to every
agreeable woman whom they meet
They are fascinating without effort
Fond of woman's society, without
boas toward any one particular wo-
man, whatever pretty and attractive
did they meet is for the woment the
one woman in the world for them
The-r looka speak vohimea, their tones
ADD—Feigned Indifference is not H
are eloquent of adm ration and ten-
derness; but alas! the addition is for
•••••140•••••••••••••
was fined $.2 andi costs. This fine
was suggested by the attorney ot
Wale. but Judge Crass would not-
consent to it unites it was satiatactory,
to the retail clerks. It was then en-
tered up a* the clerks did not care
anythfug at all fbr the amount of the
fine, the only thing they desiring to
establish being the principle of the
Sabbath violation, and to how that
they were right. `1
,The clerks' union has its cOMplittee
appoihted to watch the stores over
town and see that none of them vio-
lates the law by keeping open on Sun-
day. The establishments on South
Second between Broadway and Ken-
tucky have been keeping open Sun-
days for years, and the clerks intend
going after them the same as those
up on Broadway and other parts of
the city. The South Second street
places flourish more prosperously on
the Sabbath than lite' day in the
week, the police never thinking of ar-
resting or even interferieg with them.
The clerks believe that they should
not be privileged to violate the taw
any more than other firms
FEDERAL JUDGE HELD
CONSPIRACY IS LAWFUI:
Madison, Wis., Dee. 14.—"The right
to strike for any cause is clear and
fully mistimed by authority. Even •
conspiracy to strike, followed by le-
gal damages, is not unlawful if form-
ed to better labor conditions "
This is an extract from the declaim',
of Judge A. L Sanborn of the Unit-
ed States district court, which was
handed down yesterday in the caie
of the Allis-Chalmers company *gain*
the Iron Molders iinsiin of Stisendr;
Lee. It is probably one ofthe fir•t
opinions wherein a conspiracy might
woman in the atr•tract, and, other be sanctioned as lawful.
things being equal, one dear charmer The opinion says. "Tar right of
is as appreciable as another saorng men to combine in trade un-
flower to flower ion, in order to secure the economic
advancement of their members ia
also unquestioned, and such unions .
are generally regarded as beneficial —
institutions in bettering the condi-
tions of labor anil the relations be-
tween emploaer and employe.'
The court adds.
"Whether a threat to strike or to
bring about a strike, when brought
about by a number of persons acttog
in concert, is lawful. is an entirely
differeet queshon The conclusioo to
be drawn konv the case Is that the
combination of the defendants' union,
thsor members and the defendant
O'Leary. to strike and further to en-
• !tree the strike and, if possible, to
bring the employers to terms was not
unlawful because grounded on just
canse or excuse, being for the econo-
mic advancement of the labor unions."
"Wandering from
they rove,
lint newer learn to love."
And nothing is farther from their in-
tention• than mdrr.age with any one.
So women who are a. se will remem-
ber that there is much counterfeit
love aroad in the world, and to e
wary. Moreover, that which is hard-
est to obtain is that which men val.
ne most, and there is solid truth in
the old saying that all men want to
do their oven courting. It was a man
—R W. Gilder—who wrote:
"I am a WOITean, therefore I may not
Call to h m, cry to him, fly to him
Bid him delay not
• • •• s
Should I grow bold,
Say one dear thing to him,
All my life cling to him,
What to atone is enough for m
sinning'
• • • •
Thia were the cat to roe,
This were my winning,
That he were lost to me"
What Is PrIper in Gloves.
The fad for brown tonalgs has in-
vaded the glove market and contrib-
uted slightly to relieve the unheard-
of demand on the standard black and
whist. Both of these shades are in
fact now somewhat passe, though the
French woman of fashion wears
white gloves almost exclusively and
persists o regarding black gloves
is an indication of mourning.
Twenty-button lengths are now the
accepted style, as the winter Season
hit; caused the shy elbow sleeve to
accomplish a little more Its orig.:nal
purpose of clothing the elbow. Pique
seams upon Ion gglovea are some-
thing of an inn9vation and are take
ing quite well.
Pe wnovelties have been placed up-
on the fabr.c glove market, the line
closely resembling that of a year ago
Fleece, lssles. wowolens and cash-.
meres are still in evidence and have
come to be regarded' as staples. Golf
or Ringwood gloves -have proved im-
usually popular Lately and this sea-
son a white Ringwood with a long
wide fleeced cuff has been placed on
sale. The object in its length—and
it reaches quite to the elbow—is to
insure warmth to forearm on the way
to reception or opera. These gloves
are purposely made wide from the
wrist and are intended to be pulled on
over the regular kid glove and with-
drawn upon reaaching destination.a-
New York Herald
Lazy Larry—Say, lady, I am dat
hungry I don't know w'at ter do. I
ain't had nothin'. Mrs. Goodhart—
Walk around to -the kitchen door
poor man, and you shall he fed. Lazy
Larry—Aw, say, dat's a purty long
Walk. lady; couldn't yet hand it out
here list as well?—Catholic Standard
and Tires. - -
Your Haan Affects Your Watch.
If your watch commences unac-.
countably to keep irregular time, J
do not jump to the conclusion that
something in the mechanism requires
adjusting or repairing. Your condi-)
tion of health may have aornethingeto
do with it—your heart may be beat-
ing irregularly.
Now, don't get alarmed. It is not
necessarily disease. You may be
just one of those men who can't have
a watch that keeps good time, sim-
ply because of your irregular heart-
beats. •
You see, a watch his a regular ryth-
mic movement. It, is carried close to
the human heart, which ought to have
a regular rythmic movement, too.
Now, while the heart is beating, the .
watch is beating, also If its 'pulsa-
tions occur regularly, punctuating the
rhythm of the watch at specific in-
tervals, the rhythm of the watch
movement is undisturbed; but let the
heart pulsations occur irregularly.
now pulsating with the tick of the
watch, again stopping discordantly in
between the ticks, the watch is bound
to be affected.
If you want to test the truth o
this assertion, take a watch whic
you know keeps perfect time, an
wear it for a spell, say a month, the
note the effec•. •
When political grafters ftill otiti
honest newspaper men' get a lot., of
copy._
Him—I hate a flirty woman. Her
How about a flirty man. frtm-0
well—thatt's different Women, a
so attractive that a man has .so
extuse.—Cleveland' Leader.
say, Gawge. Cholly's awfti
had. "No—weally. What's the
ter?" "The shadow of a large ho
suddenly fell on NMI as he cwosse
the street yesterday."—Funny. Cats.
e
Oveeestirnatino ability is as re



















































MAYOR CANNOT REVOKE • • • * •• •
IP PERSONAL MENTION. +
BAUER'S SALOON LICENSE
DISCOVERED THAT THE ORDINANCE RESTRICTS HIS POWIXF
TO CONVICTIONS IN THE CITY POLICE COURT, THERE-
FORE HE HAD DRAFTED INTO THE ton LICENSE' ORDI-
, NANCE A PROVISIOtt THAT WHENEVER ANY REPUT-
ABLE CITIZEN MADW SIFFI DAVIT THAT LAWS WERE BE..
ING VIOLATED. Tkfi LICENSE SHOULD BE TAKEN AWAY,
,UNLESS THE PROPRIETOR EXONERATED HIMSELF—
. • NEV/ MEASURE ALSO PERMITS REVOCATION ON. CONVIC-
TION. SEM SECURED IN "ANY COMPETENT COURT OF
JURISDICTION."
Mayor Yeiser Yesterday announced
that he and the city solicitor bad in-
vestigated the law, and found they
could out . rci:oke the saloon licerse of
A. V. Bauer of Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, because the proprietor of
that establishment was not tined in
the police court. When Bauer was
assessed the nieoo fine in tho circuit
court for rooming an unusually disor-
derly house that is frequented by dis-
solute negroes and tough characters
of every nature, she mayor began
looking into the question of revok-
ing the license, is he has done in
every instance yet where the pro-
prietors were • convicted of violating
the laws. He finds thnt the old
license ordinance under which -the
city has been acting this year, pro-
vision is made that the mayor shall
revoke the license of anyone who is
convicted in the "police court" of
violating the laws. Bauer was not
comPicted is the police tribunal,
therefore his license cannot be taken
from him. neither can that of James
Lally of Fourth and Elizabeth streets
be taken away, the latter having been
fined in the circuit court for selling
liquor to a minor.
The mayor is glad the Baiter caw
came to hts notice, as it created an
investigation of the ordinance which
brought to light defects in this
measure. preventing him from taking
the license* from anyone except those
coosteted In the police conk Ta it-
tnedy this he and the city solicitor
have had drafted iota the'neve license
ordinance that becomes effective dent
year a provision. that when any reput-
able citizen or member of the city
Jiconse comniittee, makes a sworn
affidavit that certain parties are
violating the laws., the mayor shall
within twenty-four hours have sum-
m.oned before him the accused party.
who will lose his license if he cannot
conclusively prove that he has not
violated any of the laws of the city
or land. In the new- ordinance it is
'also provided that when anyone is
convicted in "any competent court of
jurisdiction" of infringing upon the-
laws, the mayor can revoke the li-
cense. This relieves the restriction
as to the police court.
This year's ordinance does not
prevent the mayor from suing Bauer
and Lally for the $1,000 bond each
gave when getting their saloon
Neese from the municipality, and
which bond is the one all liquor deal-
ers give, guaranteeing they will run
their saloons in a legal manner and
not violate any of the laws. The
mayor will order the solictitor to
bring sdit against these parties for
the bend money.
•Baner's place is one of the worstin the city of Paducah and the mayor
would like to have an opportunity to
revoke•the license now that his guilt
has been-firm4y established by the
enormous fine, but the ordinance will
not let him do it.
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BAWDY HOUSE REVISE STATE
INDICTMENTS PRINTING BILL
NUMBER OF THEM RETURNED
BY GRAND JURY YES-
TERDAY
As Yet No Bill Has Been Brought
In by the Body Against Al Win-
frey. Charged With Mmrder.
The wand jury may finish its work
today and 'if this is accomplished, the
investigating body volt be finally dis-
charged for this term of cocoa court.
Yesterday the jurors returned into
court twenty-live indictments, hut
they were not given out for publica-
tion, as the accused have not yet been
arrested. It 11 understood that some
of the indictments are against differ-
ent people for running bawdy houses,
, but none for the madame* formerly
operating in the scarlet section of
West Court street Thiss evidences
the fact•that the jury, despite its deep
,iirreatigation into that tenderloin see-
4ios5 fills to bring forth anything
tending to show the madames are not
respecting the order of Judge Reed
that they discontinne maintaining the
-rissisances in simper of disorderly
bawdy establishrnews.
Some of the true bills brought in
-yesterday were for gambritig, so e
*relent .saloonist s for setting t
-minors, and coher minor offenses.
• The jury distressed the warrant
against M. L. Wtoinble, who the
/morning after Hallowe'en was going
down the street when he met a man
-with au iron gate that the stranger
gave Womble, who sold it to a see--rind-hand dealer, believing the strang-er owned the gate and had a lien to
give it away. It afterwards developed-the gate had been taken the night be--fore from the front fence of T. J.Atkin'.- home on North Sixth street.`'Worrible was arrested 'several -days.go and held by the police "courtjudge over to the grand jury who
quickly, d'W missed the charge.
If any Indictment is to be broughtin against 'Al Winfrey, it %sill omit-suably be returned today.
FATEIG-CONVERTS BY PHONE
•
Bignor ilignal Given to Calls While
Evangelist is Preaching.
.1.1•1••••••••11.1.
Nem:inset; ails Dec. 14.—During arevivaf meeting her too farmers are_nightly reached by means of the tele-viiins. Evangelist Hicks 'preaches
each evening into7ssashuge megaphoice
at church, which\ is connected
with 11: c• Wife! of the Farmers Milt\sia; Cempany, leading to all the sur-es.unding country-. During the hours
the sern.•on is its progress the line is
-*,busy to eYery -one jxcept the evange-





Hon Jchn K. Hendrick Ohriss. Re-
quested to Give an
Opinion
• ••Today there will be brolught to a
elose.theiseseion opened here yester-
day by the state printing commission.
selected by the legislature at Frank-
fort last January to revise the print-
ing laws of this commonwealth. The
commission consists of L. W. Arnett,
of Covington: John W. Niewmatt of
Versailles; W. H Southall, of Hop-
kinsville; A. H. Charltoo, of Louis-
vile; 'Brent Spence of Newport, and
Louis P. Head, latter the represen-
tattive of McCracken county in the
state legislature
The commission was selected last
January, and immediately afterward
chose a sub-body from its ranks to
draft a report ttovering entirely the
laws under which printiog will be
done for the state government. To
/war the report of this sub-body cam-
el the entire committee' to assem-
ble here yesterday, and hold their
seaSion, which wasdiat The Palmer.
The' report was, adopted, the maxi-
mum price for printing remaining in
the bill kt suggeston of Hon. John 'K.
Hendrick, the democratic nominee
for attorney-general of the state,
wh4 was called into the conference
and his legal opinion asked on some
important points.
The committee finishes. today,
v-hen the members then entitn. home,
and some time next Petit-Miry meet
again, that time with .Governor
Beckham. At that session the. new
bar will be gotten into from proper
for presentation to the nexidegis-
hitive session, when it will be Meted
irto a governing law.
DELEGATES FACE :TROUBLE
Oklahoma Convention Kills Time and
• Becomes Object of Attack. •
Guthrie Okla.,. Dec. 14.—Tomor-
row will end the fourth week of She
Convention elected to make a consti-
tution for the new state of Oklahoma.
As yet neither •a calendar or set of
rides Inns been adopted. In a speech
today Delegate • Johnson, democrat.
deploring "the procrastinating tint-
dency of The convention," &ciao" I
each day's ses •ioit cost the -govsrii-
imt nt St .000.
Prom labor headquarters., tsunglIf aitaterdent criticizing the conscenticht
for its alleged failure to carry out
;Alarms on which delegates were
chosen- was issued. 
s
+ . •
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1 Mrs. L. H. Robertson yesterdaywent to Murray to visitt.
Mr. James Wright and wife go to
'Clarksville next Monday to spend
the holiday period.
Master Robert Strong of DeSoto,
Mos, is visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
Richard Strong of Third and Medi-
lion.
Mr. and %res. John L. Grayot, of
Ponceton were here yesterday.
Mr. Charles R. Hall and bride haere
returned from their Southern bridal
tour and are now at home at Fifth
Z. nd Harrison.
tIr. J. G. Miller and wife gitsterday
went to visit in Caldwell county.
Master John Campbell arrives next
week from his school at Winchester,
Va., to speud the holidays with his
mother, Mrs. Birdie Campbell.
Mesdames Armour Gardner and
Laura Fowler have returned from
E van sville.
Miss Rose Mercer, of Jackson,
Tenn., will arrive next week to visit
Misses Blanche Hills and Lillie Mae
Winstead.
Miss Florence Loeb wit arrive next
week telgspend the holidays with her
ntother, Mrs. Rosa Loeb of Broad-
way. She is attending thin musical
conservatory of Indianapolis, Inds
Mrs Thomas W. Roberts, Sr., of
Nashville, returned home yesterday
after visiting her son, Manager
Thomas Roberts, Jr., of The Ken-
tucky. 
_Coloel Victor Van de Male return-
ed yesterday from his week's trip to
%Vest Tenuessee and sold several car
loads of meat.
Miss Mary Annie MeGuise, of
Kevil. Ballard county, i7 Ssiting
Miss Katie Bauer of North Seventh
street.
Mr. E. If. Wilford went to Bowling
G:ren yesterday on business.
Wr. E. Yancey, the insurance man
of Owervelsoro is at Hotel Craig
Mr. John V. Hardy has returned
from Horse Cave, Ky.
'Mrs HO Waller. of Mayfield, is
visiting Miss Margaret Park. .
Miss Vv'illie Willis of North Sixth
is visiting her aunt. Mes. Jamet
Btldwin, of Smithland.
Mrs. George W. Landram, of
Smithland Waa here )esterday visiting
her son, Mr. Clarence Landrani.
REWARD OFFERED FOR
TOBACCO DESTROYERS
American Society of Equity Starts
Fund to Employ Detectives,.
ao hinder dollars us noffered by
the president of the American Soci-
al> of Equity to start a fund that will
he used to employ detectives to hunt
down the persons vi:ho hace been
euilty in binning the barns and de-
stroying the property of persons in
the western pan of the state. The
following letter is self explanoory:
Inclianapolit Ind, Dec. it, !gob
Iditor of Herald, Lexington, Ky.:
have read with much feeling of
ainerow reports of the burning of to-
bacco warehouses and barns in Ken-
tucky, and so confident am I that
the methods and teachings of the
American Society of Equity have not
lostigated theretk or in any /key
siontributed to acts of lavelessnem or
violence, but, on the contrail% those
asho accept its teachings and act, upon
them must proceed not orgy accord-
ing to law but according to equity,
that I will personally add $200 to any
fur.d that may be raised for the in-
vestigation of said acts of incendiar-
ism, or will pay this independently of
any fund, provided said investigation'
leads to prosecution and conviction.
This sum is now subject to the order
of the 'officers of the State of Ken-
tucky charged with the enforcement
of the laws as above. J. A. EVERITT
President of the American Society ofEquity.
MASON GRAND JURY
IS STILL AT WORK
One Hundred ,Witnesses Subpoenaed
in Investigation of Saloons and
Disoarderly Houses.
Maysville, Ky., Dec. 12.—TheMason county grand jury reconvenedthis morning and about too witnesseshave been subpoenaed. -They are in-vestigating more saloons and dis-orderly houses, and it is expected that,about forty more indictments will bereturned bkore adjournment
LITTLE SLOW
AT PRESENT
TREASURER DORIAN NOT CbL
LECTLN1G ANY TOO MUCH
JUST NOW
Sberif Ogilvie is Gradually Receipt-
ing the people for the Tax War-
rants Issued.
City Treasurer Joho I; Dorian cons
tinues,slowly collecting eity taxes
foe this year, but the grasark rush willnot come until aftes the end of next
week. -He is reciptiog 14te 'pro.ertx
owners .for the last halfsof this yeas's
taxes. the penalty for which does not
go uri until after the 31st of this
month. He has received thousands
of dollars this month, but the last
week generally collects about $6o,000
as the majority of the taxpayers
wait until then before liquidating this
indebtedness.
Sherif John W. Ogilvie has secur-
ed from County Clerk Hiram Smed-
ley all the tax warrants, showing
how much each property owner owes
the county and state for this year.
This is only for those who have not
yet paid, and the sheriff will 'collect
these, in as rapidly as poesible. The
end of thi, month he gill turn the
warrants back to the clerk who col-
lects this money after New Year
rolls in.
After the end of the year the
treasurer lets the back tax collector
collect from the delinquents, while
the sheriff lets the county clerk col-
lect for the county.
TO CUT INSURANCE RATES
--
Paul Morton Calls General Confer-
ence of Presidents.
New York, Dec. 14—President Riaul
Morton of the Equitable Life Assur-
ance Society has called a meeting of
the preirdents of more than thirty of
the principal insurance companies of
the country, to be held in New York
City on December 21 to form an as-
sociation. Among the reasons giv-
en by President Morton for the or-
ganization are: To prevent extravs-
Ranee and reduce expenses by encom-
aging uniformity of administration
and to consider whether to advocate
or- oppose it gislati on.
Me. Nforton said that he was not
going to enter into any agreement Jr
ocmbinat ion that will not promote the
pub:ic welfare, but he wishes to cheap-
the cost of life insuance
PATRIC TO ESCAPE DEATH
Dismissal of Case by Court Said to
Precede Commutation of Sentence.
sissiesei
,Wa-hington. Dec. 14.—The case of
Albert T Patrick.' convicted of the
murder of William Marsh Rice and
now under sentence of death. against
the state of New York, was dismissed
in the supreme court of the United
States today on motion of his coun-
tel. Ex-Senator Lindsey. It is under-
stood that the court took this action
in order to clear the way for Gov-
ernor Iligyiins of New York to com-






Famous White Dove Flour per
Sk. . .. ........... 65
Fancy Patent Flour per Sk. 6o
Half Patent Flour per Sk.
3 cans Reindeer Beans fen
Fancy Early June Peas per can... to
a cans Standard Corn . 35New Crop New Orleans Molasses
per gal  65
Irish Potatoes per pk   15
i
7 bars Octagon Soap for'. .01  25 I
Fancy Bananas, per doz . . .  





- DOES NOT HAVE MUCH
TO DO.
He Will Keep a Sharp Lookout After
the Poor Brues When Bitter
Weather Comes.
uneene OfEcer Thomas Sanders is
not having much fo do right now, as
it,seems as if be has gotten most of
ole people edvatted ..up to the pointgiving proper attention to their
horses. The officer has nOt had Oc-
casion to make an arrest foe some
months, and he hopes this excellent
status of affairs will continue forever
as he would much rather have the
consolation of knowing everyone is
treating their beasts in a humane man-
ner than have to prosecute the oult-
erg.
Officer Sanders has had only a few
arrests made, but got in each instance
fines of sufficient size to impress 'the
mistreaters of dumb brutes that all
would either have to look after their
animals prop5sly or stand the conse-
quences.'
The extreme cold weather has not
yet arrived, but as soon as it does the
officer, will take particular pains, and
especially of nighttime, to see that
the hack drivers and others keep
their horses warm with thick blan-
kets and Abl let them stand for hours
in the bitter, piercing weather with-
out- any portection, while the driver








•••••••••••_ SIL"DEAD" HUSBAND IS IVE
Wife Throught Spouse 'Frisco Victim
and Buried Wrong Man.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 14—Some-
where out on the Western prairies
speeding toward the setting sun as
fast as Ateam will carry her is Mrs.
Hattie Politz. going to meet her hus-
band, whom she hag mourned as dead
since the San Francisco earthquake.
Last summer she brought the
charred body of a man all, the way
from California and buried it in Riv-
erside cemetery at Oshkosh' in thebelief that it was her husband. •
'A few days ago she learned that :ter
husband was living on her ransJasainCaliforn.a, believing her to have per-
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Creirik'
Prevents and cures chapped rota&
skin. Makes the skin soft, smoc.:1, .
and white. Removes all blenfishes
....used by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after amain









We will give awe,:
Exquisitely Dressed




• • • • $7.5o
French
t Pearl Handle Gold Pen ka_oo.
t Juvenile Book for boy or girl  $1.50
Book (to he selected) ,  50(and five other attractive presents
With every cash sale of 25t or over
you get a numbered cash • register
ticket. These tickets count in our
distribution of prizes. Make your,
purchases early and save your tickets.,
The above presents are now on dis-
Play in our show window.
D. E. unISON
BOOK uo AN s c mow t
At Harbour's Dept. Store.
!shod in the earthquake. She wostld'
not believe the news until she hark
held a long-distance conversation from
Shawano to Stockton, Cal., with It-
husband. They related incidents
their married life known only to tht I
selves and the bond which each
thought had been severed by death
at the San Francisco horror was re-
established. Preparations were ha-t-








When you buy a Chritsmas present
get a sobstantial one.
•
HANK BROS.

















. Best Kentucky and IWnois coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehail ad Agatite Cement
"1& KING OF CEMENT"
H. ;1\4. CTSNNINGHAM











We rconunend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
pever-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky 
or











Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Of stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is =be-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




ilizhest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell everything.
arg-aao Court Street; Ulct Pbowe
1703A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR. HOYER
Room ano Fraternity Building.
40fEee 'phone Old 331 R Residence
shone old 464.
r.._ 
NOW IS THE 'rum
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
IPICoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion:
.S.*. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
-; company—the cheapest and bet
oct of Paducah.
. Q nn:For the Round Trip to
teD UU river & retur
It is -a trip of pleasure, comfoe
• and rest; good service, good tabl
good rosins, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
'For other information apply to JAI




ZYZ, q.AR, NO= AND
, THROAT.
ADIlic• ani Residence, Rooms S
"I tesimald• Stiliks.. 4
BilleirlitS1 NNW INOMIlhieN ;
Paducah SteAm
Dye Wor'ks
We have enlarged our business ski
are prepared to turn out more and
better, grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.




Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up to
date treatment all diseases of domes-
seated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co.. Both
'phones us.
Residence Phone 2935.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6. Register Build
523 -2 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Reaidence, 296; Office. 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. Continuous Passage. $4.00:
Unlimilled Ticket $5.00. meals and
berth included.
• . :
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.o each, without
meals: oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOITRNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Mag. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room rre. Fraternity Building.





Will Practice in all, Courts of Ken-
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)




Subscribe for the Register,
AGAIN ON ITS ROUND OF
BITTERS LITIGATION
TiiE PINK UNDERWOOD ESTATE TAKES TO THE APPELLATE
cOURT OF THE STATE THE ORDER IN WHICH JUDGE
REED TRANSFERRED TO T IIE UNITED STATES COURT
THE SUIT IT HAS AGAINST THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL—
LONA HALE WAS GIVEN DIVORCE FROM JOHN HALE AND
RESTORED TO MAIDEN NAME OF LENA M.CAULEY—L. E.
STEVENSON GOT JUDGMEN T FOR $135.4o AGAINST SAMUEL
J. BILLINGTONI—DRY GOODS COMPANY GETS JUDGMENT
IN THE WILL HARRIS & CO. CASE.
Yesterday another move was tak-
en in the circuit court in the long
and bitter light which has been go-
ing on for six years in the suit ot
Felix G. Rudolph, administrator of
Pink Underwood, -against the Illin-
ois Central railrood. This latest step
was filing of the bill of evidence and
exceptions, wherein plaintiff takes an
appeal to the higher court, of Judge
Reed's circuit court decision here,
transferring the suit to the United
States tribunal. Although this case
has been on the dockets for years a
trial has never yet been secured.
Underwood died of injuries reedy-
&d in a collision down the Memphis
division of the I. C. during tool. He
was fireman of a freight train in the
wreck. His estate filed suit in the
state circuit court, and the judge or-
;Iered the litigation tranferred to the
Federal tribunal. This order of
transfer was fought for sears up .to
the appellate bench, and finally sev-
eral weeks ago Judge Walter Evans,,
took up the matter in the Un
ited
States court. Underwood's estate had
made Conductor Will EOM& and 
En-
gineer Phil Kotheimer co-defend-
;mot along with the tailroad. J
udge
Evans dismissed it as regards Keith-
Crime, this leaving only Foster and
the I. C. as defendants. The 
plaintiff
then dismissed the entire 
action
hithout prejudice, and brought i
t
again fresh in the state circuit c
ourt.
where Judge Reed ordered it 
trans-
ierred to the Federal tribunal. 
Now
the L'ittlerwood estate carries 
again
to the appellate bench this 
order of
transfer. the appeal evidence an
d ex-
septions being yesterday lodged. 
The
sent is for $25,000 damages 
on ac-
count Underwood's death.
In the divorce suit of Shelt
ie hlo-
hundro against Will Mo.hundro 
alias
Chris Mohinidro. repoet as 
made
:4egterday that $25 attached in 
hands
Sis. Pa . has been paid o
ver to
;awyers. Then the attachment of 
soo
Irushels of corn in Page's h
ands. was
di4ritissed. The wife attached 
it as
belonging to Mr rhundro.
Lena Hale was granted a divorce
from John Hale ass' restored to 
her
maiden name of Lena McCauley.
 The'
husband was given permission
 to
visit their child periodically at
 the
hfre of the mother.
TN the action of Felix G. 
Rudolph.
administrator of the Mrs. Thompson
'1-on estate, against Mrs. Bertie
RENEWS WAR ON GAMBLING
Civic Federation of Kenosha Seeks to
Oust Accused Commissioner.
Kenosha. Wis. Dec. 14.—The agi-
tation against Gambling in Kenosha
is passing all former bounds and the
tight inaugurated by ex-Aidermait
Howard Robinson is being carried
forward by the Civic federation in a
way that promises to annihilate gam-
bling in Kenosha. Chicago dtectives
will be imported to close the dens.
The directors after art all-night
meeting. la night passed resolutions
demandng that Mayor Gorman sus-
pend John E. Keating from the office
of police and fire commissioner un-
til such a time as he had cleared his
skirts.
In thc meantime the gamblers got
another hard blow* at midnight when
J. H. Karnes. the leader of the feder-
ation, selected one deputy 'sheriff and
members of the federation as his aids.
raided an alleged gambling place op-
erated by Charles Carlson and ar-
rested six men.
The federation also had a warrant
for the raiding of the alleged gam-
bling den above the Keating saloon,
which was the cause of the sensation-
al arrests of-the last week. hut when
they arrived they found the place
empty.
DECIDES QN NAME OF DEITY
Oklahoma Constitutional Convention
Adopts "Supreme Being."
Guthrie, Ok.. Dec. 14.—The consti-
tutional convention, which has been
disputing what name to give the Diety
in the new constitution or whether
or not a supreme being should be
named at all, unanimously adopted
the following ,preamble today:
'Invoking the guidance of Almighty
God in order to secure and perpetu-
ate the blessing of liberty, 'to secure
a just and rightful government, to
Promote \mutual welfare and happi-
ness. we, the people of Oklahoma. do
ordain and. establish this constltts-
J
It probably will be forty da I:re-
drafted and adopted.
fore the entire constitution hr been
s
"Can't afford it" is a poor.(
-
ilbur, Armour Gardner has given
$cio judgment against the portion of
the estate due James Thompson,
while the balance of the latter's part
goes to Joseph Woods who bought
the share and has a title bond for it.
The report of the administrator
wss confirmed in the suit of Felix G.
Rudolph, administrator of the H. A.
Rhse estate, agahtst loans T. Rose,
and the National Life Insurance
Company vs the Rose estate .
L. E. Stevenson, administrator of
C. B. Billington, has given judgment
for $135.40 against Samuel J. Bil-
lington.
Boot Skilliatt was fined this and
ci sts for carrying concealed weapons
Sued On Purchase Price
G. M. 'Wilson, Jr., administrator of
Victor Guetch.' has filed suit in the
circuit court against Sallie and James
F. Coyle for $1.94.2.7t claimed due
upon the purchase price the Coyles
owe the Guetch estate for properts
bought of the latter. Wilson asks
tlhit the property on Trimble street
hs sold to satisfy the amount claim -
due.
Sued On Note.
The Paducah Banking Company
sued J. I), and J. R. Cooper for
$14.5o claimed due on a three
months note defendant executed to
plaintiff May aard 1906
Property Sold.
Property on Tenth and TtillicsNct
streets hat been sold by Fannie
Kahn to E. 0. Broyles for $troo and
the deed filed for record yesterday
hith the county clerk.
W. H. Poore bought f7Orfl W. F
Bradshaw fair tom po ()per ty on
Salem avenue.
W. D. Greer transferred to T. C.
Leech for $662 property on the North
side of Jones at Eighth street.
Sallie C. Palmer transferred to F4-
it Morgan for $1.2oo property oil
Third rear Clark street
Dry Goods Judgment.
Today Referee liaglis in the hank -
rust court hill enter up judgment iii
favor of the Carter Dry Goods Cont-
catty of Louisville. in the Will If.
Ifarri• & Co. bankruptcy proceeding.
The claim amount, to a !mut Sr.000
%%kith is near the sum in the hands of
the trustee of the Harris estate.
little slow at present
MARX TWAIN ON HUNTING
THE DECEITFUL TURKEY
%%lien a. mamma-turkey an-wers an
invitanon and tin( s she has made a
mistake in accepting it. she does as
•the mamma-partridge doers—remem-
bers a previous engagement and goes
limping and scrambling away. pre-
tending to be very lame; and at the
same time she is saytng to her not
visible children: "Lie low, keep still,
don't expose yourselves: I shall be
back soon as fh have beguiled this
shabby swindler our of the country."
When a person is Ignorant and con-
fiding this immoral device can have
tiresome results. I followed an osten-
tatiously lame turkey over a consid-
erable part of the United gtatea one
morning. because I believed in her
and could not think she' would de-
ceive a mere boy, and one who was
trusting her and considering her hon-
est. I had the single-barreled shot-
gun, but my idea was to catch her
alive. I often got within rushing dis-
tance of her, and then made my rush:
but always just as I made my final
plunge and put my hand down where
her back had been, it wasn't there; it
was only two or three inches from
there, and I brushed the tail feath-
ers as I landed on my stomach—a
very close call, but still not quite
-lose enough; that is, not close enough
for success but just close enough to
convince me that I could do it next
time. She always waited for me, a
little piece away, and let on to be
resting and greatly fatigued; which
was a lie, but I believed it, for I still
thought her honest long after I ought
to have begun to doubt her, suspect-
ing that this seas no way for a MO--
minded bird to be acting. I followed,
and followed, and followed, making
my periodical rushes, and getting up
and brushing the dust off, and resum-
ing 'the voyage with patient con-
dence.
I did not get her at all. When she
I got dred of the game at last, she
; rose 'from almost under my hand
l and flew aloft with the rush and whir
of a shell and lit in the highest limb
of a great tree and sat down and
crossed her legs and smiled down at
me, and seemed gratified to see me
a.temished.—H-arper's Magazine.A,
1323:MAttatt======naltiit=332==1211SIUUMMill
fi THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS HONEST
PAWNBROKER








Do you want a clock that will keep
accurate time?
You can find it here.
The dainty ornamental clock, the
substantial mantel clock or the pon-
derous hall clock all are here. For CHRISTMAS GIFTS
nothing could be more useful or acceptable than one of our
reliable time keeping clocks—Come to see.
Write or Call for our new Catalogue.
JINNI al Jeweler
• ••-••••11 









re and His Rrother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E- P. BOURQUIN. TUNER.
Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
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WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Qiit paying rent. Let os build the house; you pay for it as yes
pay rent. Vacant lots in all pare of the city. Nice leiffi ma dr
proposed ear eirtsoeicas raa Brood to anise dyne and en Aim
streets from 119, es eggs each. Ray Now on inathintest pion
while cheap. Trim is the highest ground in the arty. Property is
arranging replay.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




From Isaac Shelby te LC. W. Becilbam
ALL. OP
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Ms First Time Thole Pkteres HavebEver
Bars Published. FREE.1,
The Evening Post has for several yeses endeavored to wears pictnres tof all Zentardity
Governors and has at last succeeded in securing them through the assistance of the Las-
tick, State Historiatt Society. .
‘ group is an opiir4ate Atlas strewing. Kentucky with the latest terms, a
In order to place these pictures in • permanent form, they have bees arra=sha a
„ alt the presidents of the United Malec. Ruler. and Pbrer of all nations. steamship sautes,




ama Cal, Eastern and Wester'. Hemisphere, reports of the last Owe national corn.
and much other historical isformatian. .
MB unique imid valrobl• Mho Is PREIS t• AU. MYRIAM POST SUBSCRIBERS.
If sot ram • subsselber seed gtos for • full year's subscription by mail or $2.as 
for six
nrossh's sosseriptiem. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub.
actiptioa price by carrier or &gest is to cents per meek.
The Evening Post publishes six or more editions daily amid the latest editkkir is sent to
itschreadeitvehr according 
Post
 is first n 
everything
tothetimietlititwillre:d hh them. Thense  
the moat state news and beet
market reports.
- her all the people and spinal the grafter. /ILl_
Isdependeat always. ha-
* * BM% "T' - -
air Eurntug post, LOUISVILLE. Irf.'









Subscribe For The Register
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andsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS 
AND DESIGNS




OP SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLE
ASE. YcltrIA;
sums llosambus you PURCRASE *dim OR OUR
NNW Alp SILVERWARE.
OEM GOODS AIM ropir-UP TO DATE-41•18=1131410
THAT WILE PallINSW..41111;FORE YOU BUY CALL 
AND; carr
PRIORS AND COMPAIR 004P01 VALUES.
J. L. WANNER, "ffigacringsviì
Holidav Preparations
IT IS NONE TO EARLY TO DECIDE ON 
WHAT TO
GIVE CHRISTMAS TO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS 
OF YOUR
FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS. rri
le
THE 'VARIETY IS GREATER NOW THAN WHEN 
THE
CH/RSTMAS RUSH IS ON. UNDOUBTEDLY TICE 
LARG-









Office Phone 360. - - Residence Phone 7at
Guy Nance & So
UNDBRTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
Ingte Ambulance for sick and injured only
and residence 213 Sonthird Street'





SUPERIOR "AMITIES FOR HANDLING FREI-GHT, MACHINr
RRY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND ,AND MO? ‘ ROE. BOTH PHONES.





good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures help' to keep the doctor out
of your house. Vtanamer Porcelain
Enameled plumbing feetures m sk e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.





KENTUCKY CHILD LABOR AS-
SOCIATION FORMED IN
LOUISVILLE.
1. P. HEAD, OF PADUCAH
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
MR HEAD IS ALSO CHAIRMAN
OF THE FIRST DISTRICT
COMMITTEE.
Esecutive Membership of Fifty to
Solicit p Large Membershhip
Throughout the State.
Lou.fiville, Dec. Ls.- A (meeting
was held Wednesday afternoon by, the
Kentucky Child Labor association
for the purpose of forming and in-
.corporating a eermanent organization.
Theodore D. Osborne presided as
chairman.
A number of out of town people,
prominent in this work, were pres-
ent. The principal address was de-
I vered by Dr. A. J. McKelway of
Atlanta, assistant secretary of the
national child labor committee, with
especial supervision of the Southern
work. Dr. MeKelway has made a
study of conditions persaining to
child labor as they exist all over the
world, and is fully atformed oft all
phases of the work.. His talk was
very interesting and revealed some
deplorable facts.
A bill is before the present session
of congress, which if passed will d
more toward exterminating child la-
bor than any previous enactment. It
is prevented by Senator Bever dge.
and pr sides that no common carrier
91 interstate commerce shall carry
products of any factory or mill where
childr:n tinder fourteen years of age
are employed. Further, that the heads
or management of corporations or
factories shall make affidavit every six
months as to whether children under
fourteen have beep or are employed
by them. The bill also provides pen-
alties of fine or 4apeisimment, or
Isi be h.
Senator Beveridge is making the
iight of Iii• life for this bill. and al-
though the opposition pronounce. it
unconstitutional he is hopeful of se-
curing ;t* passage.
The statutes bearing on this sub-
ject as they now exist in most states
are weakened by clause*. such as that
in the Kentucky code, that no child
under fourtten shall be employed in
any mill or factory "unless he is with-
out means of support," or "unless it
be in the 'handling of fruit. or stern-
sir rig of tobacco." Even this law as
it stands in many states is not en-
forced. since there is. in most cases'
no jactory inspection, or a deliberate
suppression of facts.
Perjury of Parents.
The affidavit of parents as to the
age of children Is insufleient restric-
tion, and parents frequently perjbre
themselves to put their children to
work.
It was recommended that teachers.
principals or school trustees be re-
quested to make affidavit, as a child's
age is usually registered in' some
school distr et. and further recom-
mended that the age Ilatit of literacy
teen.
be raised two yearsirlaing it six-
, '. „
Capital of "TWO
Dr. aleKdway tel. •
instance in a Southern s
•
,amusing
ate of a wid-
ower named Jones who had twelve
children. and a widow. Mrs. Jolly. who
had twelve children. Mr. Jones; and
Mrs. Jolly, realizing the value of such
a partnership, entered into wedlock
and sent the two dozen children into
the cottOn mills.
At the dose of Dr. McKelway's
address the business of organization
%A% taken and it was determnied
to incorporate the a,sociation under
a suitable name as soon as practica-
ble. Several committees were ap-
Pointed. and officers were chosen as
follows:
President-Mr. Thomas D. Os-
borne. Louisville.
First vice president-Mrs. Charles
Bonnycastle Robinson.
• Second vice president-L. P. head.
Pa tin h.
Third o'ce president-N. H. Mc-
Lean. Covington.
Fourth vice president-Dr; H. G.
Endow, Louisville,
Secretary-Mrs. Halleck, T.,Quis-
:iniroleleasurer-Mrs. J. P. Jarlah. Lank-
It was decided to enroll an execn-
.
tive committee of fifty persons ilia-
tribtiteir throughout the state, and to
sol et a large associate membership
ivith a ice of Sr a year.
District Committeemen.
• I The committees as far as they have
been completed by President Cls-
lisierie are as hillowc.




Cairo  20.6 0.3
5-5 0.1
Cincinnati  27.8 1.3
Evansville   16.3 t.9
Florence
Louisville
Johnsonville   6.3




St. Louis  9.1 0.3
Mt. Vernon  is.: 1.5
Paducah 14.1 0.6
















The City of Savannah has arrived
From Memphi s,where she has been
relining under charter for another
line. Her own line will re-eater her'
ia the St. Louis and Tennessee river
business after the holidays.
The Scotia arrived yesterday from
the Cumberland river with ties.
The I. N. Hook has gone to the
Tennessee river after ties.
With a cargo of railroad ties, the
towboat Lyda yesterday came out of
the Tennessee river.
At present the Marine Engineers
Beneficial Association has a "business.
manager" for the Great l.ake section
of the eountry, and during the na-
tional convention next month this
office sill be created for this secs
tion of the country. Engineer Jos-
epli Pasch of the ferryboat Bettie
Owen has been selected as the.Padu-
cab engineer's delegate to the na-
ticnal gathering, and he will be a
candidate for the business manager-
ship. The manager settles differences
in the subordinate bodies', and also
between the river engineers and
steamboat owners.
;TAPS WORSE THAN CHINESE"
Julius Kahn Denounces Mikado's Peo-
ple at New York Banquet.
New York, Dec.14.-Japanese im-
migration was bitterly denunced in
a speech last night by Representa-
tive Jvlius Kalm of San Francisco. Mr.
Kahn was one of the speakers as a
dinner of the New York Credit Mn'.
association held at the Hotel Si.
Denis.
The people of the Pacific toast. he
said, were satisfied that the Japanese
would alive)", remain loyal to the
mikado and the oath of naturalization
would be to them a hollow mock-
ery. California did not want that
kind of citizenship and did not intend
to have it if they could prevent it.
-• "The people of the coast," he said
'have had their experience with Chi-
nese coolies and now are threatened
with another oriental invasion still
more serious, for the Japanese have
all the vices of the Chinese is it ii none
of their virtues."
He defended the policy of segrega-
tion of Japanese in the public schools
of Cahfornia and said that the people
of his state would never permit their
children to be thrown into clo•e con-
tact with adult Japanese. But, he
said, he saw no danger of war.
LOAN J AMESTOWN St,000.coo
Government Board Recommends This
Sum Secured by Gate Receipts.
Washington. Dec. 14.-At a •
ing of the government board of
Jamestown exposition. consisting of
Secretaries Taft, Shaw. and Bona-
parte. with the officers of the exposi-
tion company it was decided to rec-
ommend the passage of the bill in-
troduced in the senate by Mr. Daniels
and in the house by Mr. Maynard
providing for a loan of lit.ocascoo by
the government to the exposition I
company, the gate receipts being
pledgee for a refund of the tnoney.
The thrifty are not the thirsty. for
a cool head never goes wilh a hot
stomach. • • °Ming
cab.
Second district-Monnelle
Madisonville; J. B. Atkinson, Earl ng-
ton; James F. Rankin. Henderson.
Third district-J. Whit Potter,
Bowling Green.
Fotisth district - Judge Henry
Moorman, Hardinsburg.
Fifth district-Thomas D. Osborne,
George•L, Schon. R. NV. 1'111711nm. N.
T. MacDonald. Robert J. McBryde.
Jr.. Dr, E. Y. Mullins, Joseph Sebes
fin-. Mrs. J. IS Woodberry. hilits. Bon-
nveastle Robinson, Mrs. Charles P.
Weaver. Mr. Eleanor Tarrant Little,
Mrs. Anna Halleck. Tleentard Flexner,
Mrs. J. B. Judah. Louisville.
Sixth distrisit-M. H. McLean, Cov-
ington; H. C. Seidner, Covington..
Seventh district-The Rev. C. It
I-Nilson. Frankfort; Mrs. Desha
Breckinridge. Lexington: Mr. A. M.
Harrison. Lexington; Senator 7. W.
Cammact Oseentott.
Eighth district-Clarence E. ..Vood,
Richmond: Miss Belle IT, Tlemiett
Richmond.
Ninth district-Senator W. If. Cox.
Mar5vilIe. .
Tenth district-Samuel K. \retch.
Carlisle.
F.leventh &strict-7:A Stelvarf.
alrtirt; Af.. Q., WinfrAy...lifiddlcshoro.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
a
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103 No. tat
Leave Cincinnati • . 8:20 a.m. 6:00 p.m.  ••• NO
Leave Louisville . . 12:oz p.m. 940 p.m. 7:30 Lim
Leave Owensboro " .. 6:3o p.m. p2X) 2.111.
Lkave Horse Branch . 3:28 p.m. la:o8 a.m. 11:05 a.m.
Leave Central Cio . 3:30 p.m. t:03 all/ 12:30 p.m.
Leave Nortonvillc  4:08 pm- i :4o a.m. 1:28 pan.
Leave Evansville  ta:so p.m. 440 P.m. 8:30 am.
Leave Nashville  7:oo p.m. 8:05 a.m.
Leave Hopkinsvglo  9:45 p.m. 11:20 11.1r.
Leave Pr7"motou - 4:55 P.m .2:27 him 3:35 p.n.
Arrive Paducah . 6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 P.m.
Leave Paducah . 6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Fulton . 7:ao p.m. 4'30 am- 6:oo p.m.
Arrive Gbbs. Tens. . 8:06 p.m. 5:51 CUL  we
Arrive Rives  ' .2. 8:13 p.m. 601 a.m. -•
Arrive Jackson - 7:15 a.m.   .
Arrive Memphis .., -1:to p.m 8:20 a.m.
Arrive New Oriemii  10:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND No. toa No. 104
Leave New Orleans  7:to p.m 9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis  13:45 a.m. 8:30 p.m.
Leave Jackson, Timm  8:07 am. 10:10 p.m.
Leave Rives .  11:58 p.m.
Leave Fulton ..  1033 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  rr:ao a.m. 143 a.m.
7Leave Paducah  II:25 a.m. 148 a.m. 1: area.
Arrive Princetoa  12:39 p.m. 3:o3 aim crao a.m..
Arrive Hoptinsville  6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m. . .
Arrive Nashville 9:25 P.m 8:to a.m. •
Arrive Evansville  31:45 P.m. 945 am..
Arriverc i  
Central 
vit y 
 2.05 p.m. 40
Arrive Horse Branch 3:o6 p.m.
p.m.






Arrive Owensboro  *4755 p.m. 8:oo a.rn. *4:53 p.a.
Arrive Louisville . 5:35 P.M. as-7:54) a.m. 4:55 p 
Arrive Cincinnati  csas p./11 12:00 no
0. 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 P.m, 4:20 P.M.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 P.m. 8:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicaip .  6:30 a.m 6:30 a.m.  .
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m 7:20 a.m. •
SOUTH BOUND 1442. as No. 373
Leave St. Louis ...... I =a au& 02112 Paw  •
Leave Chicago . ?rem sift . II= &EL 
Leave Cabondale  ii 40 ILIII. 7'05 2.111.  .4,




NOR?. 4 BOUND zoi-8or t33-835
Leave Nashville .  8-to a.m.  ..
Leave 1-topkinsvi.le  11:20 a.m. 6:40 a.m. .
Leave Princeton  2:3,5 p.m. '743 a.m.  .
Arrive Paducah  4:15 p m. 9:25 a.m. .
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.  9:30 asm  .
Arrive Cairo , 7:45 p.m. 11;10 a.m. a
ATr 
. 
've St. Louis  7:20 a.m. 4:30 P.m
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:3* p.m
-.1.••••••
SOUTH BOUND .122-823 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m
Leave St.Leuis  11:411 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 P.m
Arrive Paducah  7:45 11-m- 7:40 P.m.
Brave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:70 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  St:*9 ism. 4:45 P•m-
-Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9*-05 P.m.
V • •
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains ro3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnats
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 702 sleepers between Loins-
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 8aa sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicag.•
aleeper. For further information. address,
J. T. DONOVAN. agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. If. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.. Lo urine, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tema.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A. Chicago, JUL
W. H. BRILL D. P. A.. St. Lenin %a
EDGAR 07.'117HITTEMOR.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EsTA 71E. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM1 emir
MONTHLY PAYMENT :VI'S FOR INVESTMENT. WSETIRN
10ENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
- IEDG ct w. WATITEMOILS- 4usaiJu.Mir
j E. cOuLSON,
...P LOADING.
Stcam amillot Water Heating.
nose 133. 220 N. Third
fkaeleffW4G44Lkitote4LK411EM44114111E4411411111 4111
S




Berlin. t%c 14.---The Reichstag
rt fused today to vote the money de-
'IR-angled by Emperor William to sup-
port , .
- the forces in Southwest Aca
and Von Buelow read a decree dis-
...lying the bOdy.
and, Mrs. A. D. dlitchanan







Many other beautiful things in
the Perfume line, both import-
elkjiind tiontertic. We are agents
Ot 4the VIOLET (ve-o-lay)





High Grade Leather Goods
NAKE TASTEFUL AND USEFUL PRESENTS. We make a specialty
ci the NEWEST and FINEST articles in leather. You will have no
difficulty in procuring what you want from our large assortment.




Stock Your PaNtry Saturday
CLARK'
b aounds granulated sugar for ..$1.
sa.u. Irish potatoes for 
241b Bag Omega Flour for  
f.•• 4 lb Bag Straight Flour for   .
sob Large Black Prunes for ...E 
Large Bulk Olives per qt.  
31b cans Beech-nut Baked Beans
for . . .
Cabbage per pound
Wine Sap Apples per peck  .3
21b Large Figs .  .2
Pig Feet per doz  .3
Large Pickles on dos   .t
Dill Pickles par doz  . .1
Sweet Chow Chow per quart ... .2
% Barrel Omega Flour 2.
alb Roast Coffee .2
ilb Mixed Tea . .  . .2
7 cads Chunk Pine Apple ...... .2
3 cans Ferndell Peas   .5
3Ib cans Lemon Cling Peaches
for . . . . .......
j isc cans Virginia Corn ..
is_'3Ib cans Baked Beans  
oo .3 cans Rose of Sherron String
35 beans . 
75 3 cans Standard Corn  
50 Standard Tomatoes per can
2s Gallon can Peaches
75 1 alb Imp. cut Macaroni .. .... .
ialb can Ferndell Pine Apple . .
.25 I 31b can Cut Asparagus Tips .
OA 'a cans Heavy Dew Peas .1
o :Fr Ferndell Cut-rents
5 . alb Ferndell Raisins . •
5 Onions per peck . . .
o 3 Cakes Toilet Soap . .
o 131b Head Rice .
o : tolb Box Large Figs
95 . Ripe Olives per pint ..
5 1 3 cans French Mushrooms
5 1 2 cans French Peas 
s 13 31b cans Royal Tame Cherries
o for .. . .. .. ... ... ... $1.cio
Far.cy Grape Fruit 2 for .   .15
.50 31b Snow Drift Lard   .25
.25 8 bars Swift Pride Soap   .25





















(Coctintied (Toni Page One.)
ripaira can be ;rade at mice. •
Man Lost Money.
,),•ie Woods. colored hacaman. was.,
• arrested yesterday on the charge of
taking seicral dollars from some
angst inert hal Mode' iti "hhisrehicitt.
The stranger had been out for a
• *tight of it and was intaxicated. The
police doubt %Wands' guilt
1. !. Several Shots Filed.
. Sam Burnett alias Sam Bundy, cot-
-ales'. was arrested yesterday on the
.charge of getting into a TON with
Sue Jackson. colored. at 933 Ken-
lucky aienne about daylight yester-
day morning and pulling his gun7
snaking a target of Sue and her
lrother. Grafton Jackson. who took
the sister's side Al! the ballets
'went wild. It happened in the








Farmers -rid Drovers National at
Waynesburg. Pa.. in Trouble.
DEATH PENALTY FOR
HIGHWAY ROBBERY
Judge Pryor Advocates That Or
Life Imprisonment As the
Proper Punishment.
, Louisaille. Dec. 13 In view of the
unusual number id highway robberies
and housebreaking cases of late,
Judge Pryor said yesterday that it is
to be regretted juries are not per-
tviitted to fix the punishment at death
or hfe imprisonment, and that he
would make every effort to have such
a law passed at the nextsession of
4long the line of
highway rocties Judge Prior said
that crimes of this nature are mostly
committed by boys between seven-
teen and twenty years of age, and
that in the event of the conviction of
an ysuch cases he would not permit
the culprit to be sent to the School
of Reform but would insist that they
serve their term of imprisonment in
a spenitentiary. the same as any other
criminal of a desperate nature.
"A man that will enter your house
in the night or holds you up on the
highway is the most (leapt-ate of all
erimiiTala. and would kill you if the
necessity arose," said Judge Prior.
"In such cases I think it ought to
lie in the discretion of she jury as aa
whether a criminal convicted should
serve a life sentence or be hung In
any event 'society should be' rid .of
sucti persons."
CLOSES BANK
Washington. D. C., Dec. 14.-The
Farmers and Drovers National bank
of Waynesburg. Pa.. was closed today
by direction of the comptroller of
the currency and National Bank Ex-
aminer John B. Cunningham has been
appointed receiver. The assets and
liabilities are $2.367.474.
A statement issued by the comp-
troller of the currency says that the
bank has been in an unsatisfactory
condition for sum.- t me and that its
lawful money rest rye has been con-
tinuously deficient, notwithstanding
repeated admonitions and an official
!notice to make it good.
I. , The Farmers and Drovers Nation-
! A' bank is saieto be the oldest na-:
aional bank west of the Allegheny
_mountains. It ia backed by the weal-
thiest men of Greene county an-1
chiefly for this reason the comptrol-
ler's order occriiioned no exiitement.
CALLS FOGIBALL MUI•Un•7?.
Preacher Says Irian Who Plays Game
Violatea Comminrinero.
GRIM REAPER PLAN A HEW
VERY BUSY LIGHTING PLANT
MRS DAISY ?dAE WALLACE
PASSED AWAY YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON
Edward Pendley Nelson. Aged 3
Months. Died of Pneumonia-
Byron Crane Succumbed.
Mrs. Daisy Mae Wallace passed
away yesterday afternoon at 3:30
c'clock at her home in 1047 Clay
street, as the result Of childbirth.
With her dissolution a most noble
and esteemed lady passes to her re-
aard, and deep-seated grief is
brought to the hearts of many.
Mrs. iVallace was born tiensty-six
years ago in this city and has made
Paducah her homrall her he. Eight
)-ears ago she was united in marriage
to Mr. Harlan Wallace, the well
known painter of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, who is noble' grand for
thc Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows.
She was a woman of beautiful .traits
and known throughout a wide cir-
cle.
Besides her husbahd she is surviv-
ed by her mother. Mrs. Sarah Loviet
and three sisters, Mrs. Albetit Ross qf
Riveeside. Cal.; Mrs. John Smith, of
Mond City. Ill ; Mrs. Charles James
of this city. Her lone surviiing
brother is Mr. A. A. Lovvo of Pa-
ducah'.
The deceased was a devoted and
ccniistent member of the Trimble
street Methodist church.
Definite arrangements have not
yet ,been made for the 'ertenl per-
vic4 that will be held sometime to-
morrow afternoon.
Time little child died shortly after
its birth and will be binied ,at the
SAITIC time with the mother.
Child Passed Away.
Edward Pendley, the a-month..-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nelson,
died yesterday morning of pneumonia
at their home in aha Trimble Street.
a nd the remains will be5 takes today
to Loaves for burial The child's
father is tk Illinois Central railroad
attache
Died of Stomach Trouble
Mr. Byron Crane. aged 31 years,
died of stomach trouble.' yesterday
morning at 5:30 o'clock. at his home,
1305 South Third street He is sur-
vived by his mother, three sisters
end six brother*. This afternoon at a
o'clock the funeral will be held Le the,
home, with interment following at
ik Grove cemetery.
Son Returned.
Mrs. Mack Green. of the 1 C. shops
be returned from Calvert City where
his mother. Mrs. I). M. Green. aged
67 years died. She was. buried at
licthlehem church cemetery.
ADDITIONAL RIVERS
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky get' out for the
Tennessee river. She remains up that
waterway until next Thursday night.
Ttis morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler skips out for Cairo and comes
bads about it tonight.
The steamer Joe Fowler yesterday
aent to Evansville and comes back to-
morrow She then lies here until to
o'clock Monday morning before de-
parting on her return to that city.
The John S Hopkins cornea in to-
day from Evansville and immediate-
ly departs on her return that way.
The Bottorff comes in today from
larksville and skips out at once for
Nashville
The Georgie Lee goes. down today
bound for Memphis from Cincinnati.
The City of Saltillo comes out of
the Tennessee river tomorrow en
route to St. Louis.
Must:ego-a ch., Dec. t 4 FeY. •
ball is a..violation of the sixth com-
mandment. The young man who plays
football as guilty of brdaking the com-
mandment forbidding murder just as l
is the person who deliberately slays!
Ma. fellow man."
;This is the. Vie", of the Rev. I. T.
Fin. pastor of the .First Christian Re-
formed church of this city, who at-
tacked the college sport in an address
- Aleuseesks -.ern WeelPOC410.1. 
here.
44.6 O. • 4,1•14.41.414 4,44/ 44 44.. 4111,44 
445144.44•44 .4
-Maggie Hopson:- colored. aged t
month. died of typhoid fever at 927
Burnett street yesterday and will he
buried today at Oak Grove cemetery.
-One fingfa was cut off the band
of Ira Rudolph yesterday by machine
at which he was working in the liar-
:. Baggy factory on North Sinth.
CHICAGO CITY ELECTRICIANS
TO INSTALL SYSTEM AS
• EXPERI?#ENT.




Chicago, III., Dec. 14.--Should the
city council decide to follow the sug-
gestions of City Electrician Carroll
Chicago will have a municipal elec-
tric fighting plant so operation with-
in sixty days in the Taenty-seventh
ward. The city will also fiuct.,¼itselfin a position to compete with the Edi-
son company or the proposed "all-
Chicago" Harriman pubfic utility cor-
poration after the completion of the
drainage canal water paheer electric
plant on May 1.
Mr. Carroll made his recommenda-
tions before the council committee on
gas, oil and electric light, where Al-
derman Siewert's ordinance to oust
the North Shore Electric company
from the streets of Jefferson Park was
under discussion. *In reply to the ob-
jection that the residents of that sec-
tion of the city would be without elec-
tric light service if the North Shore
electric company was removed, Mr.
Carroll announced that the city could.
supply all the power necessary from
its 'Municipal subbstation at a lower
cost.
Violates City Ordinance.
The North Shoat Electric company
extended its wires into Jefferson Park
before that suburb became a part of
the city of Chicago. nee that time
the company has maintained it, po-
sition, it is claimed. iii violaton of the
cty„ dydinances and without license.
The Icjdents of Jefferson Park say
that the present company is. charg-
ing exorbitant rates for service and
-have appealed to the council for relic!.
In answer to the appeal Alderman
Siewere introduced an ordinance in
t •he council ordering that the coin-
ny be ousted from the streets Air
sistant Corporation' 'Counsel Maciay
floyue Ivaa given an opinion bolding
that the ordinance is legal and can bk
enforced
City Electrician Carroll was called
upon by the conarnittee for an opin-
ion as to the possiblIty of caring for
the electric light users in the Twen-
tyaseventh ward in the event that the
present company was doyen from
the field
"We could supply every customer
from the present muicieal substation
now located in Jefferson Park." he
replied '`We could make the change-
within sixt ydays. as our wires are
already in the streets, and it would
only be necessary to connect with the
wiring now installed in the house -
The North Shore company does not .
own the wires in the private houses ;
and the change would not require thel
entire rewirng of the houses.
"We• could do this at a des' cost
than the people are now paying for I
the service. The present charges ars
from 15 to JD cents per kilowa -
hour. and the* mitniopal plant eolad
give the same service as a decreased
cost" •
Penalties of Prosperity.
After all is said, it most be con-
ceded that the apparent disregard fa:
human life is the United Stites is
largely a tribute to progress and to
the industries that constittee pro'-
!seedy" Even fatal railroad :evident*.
the largest item in the list, can not br
wholly efitnistated. though they tin
and ought Ili be reatly reduced
number. BID railrhad accidents ar-
only one 1..min the list of annual
casualties IINFre are fatal accident
in mining, building. manufacturing and
agriculture. They all claatt their vial
tin s as a sort of tribute to progress.
though a very costly one. Carefully
compiled statistics show that in the
five great industries of railroading,
mining, building. manufacturing aid
agriculture, no less than 536,165 per-
sons are annually killed or injured in
the United States. This is at the rate
of over one a mitotic. and it includes
only a few of the largest industries.-
Indianapok s News,




"LOOP THE LOOP" IS NOT
CAUSING MUCH IN-
CONVENIENCE.
Public Is Rapidly 'Accustoming It-




11 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 4/ 40
FOR SALE-New gas stoves also
Yost typewriter. Apply at The Re -
ister.
WiANTED:As good cootics-g cf
wages-at the Home of the Erie -
less. Apply to Mrs: J. R. Purye r
8o6 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Elegant Bats, St -
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. r.
A Scott.
It was thought that conaiderable in-
convenience and many mistakes wodld
setae when the street car company
inaugurated its "loop the loop' idea,
but this proved .an erroneous stir-
nvise, as Assistant Superintendent Mc-
Neely yesterday said the public seem
to be catching on, very rapidly. The
passengers cannot missiatheir car if
they watch closely, bee se on the
front off every dashboaftt is • large-
worded sign, informit4 the public
what division the particular car goes
to.
-For the tirat few days the public
took any and every car, but after
having to get off and make a useless
walk of a block or two to catch their
right car, they began learning, and
now everything is running smoothly.
Just a little inconvenience is being
cameda.siietnsle going out into dif-
fererNoete of the city. When the
routes of the sespective divisions
were changed the cars formerly go-
ing to one section now traverse an
entirely different vicinity after g•t-
ling a few blocks. out from the burli-
ness section. into which they tome
by the old route. Everybody is fast
getting accustomed to the new, mutes.
though.
FOR engraved cards, give your
Christmas orders to Paducah Print-
ing.and ola-Binding Co. Phone No.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
dike of ;3 sad '33; dtizens of Limit"'
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who, can speak, read
sad write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, Kew
4ichtnori4.lioube, Paducah, Ky.
, Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the ,day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN' D. SMITH, JR , it8 Fra-
ternity building.
-It is rumored amoug tobacco
dealers tfyit the Imperial Tobacco
,Company of England will reopen here
its Fifth and Clay street stemmerg,
now .that they have been burned out
at Princeton by the midnight raiders.
The foreign Gallagher company mu
open a branch house here also. Each
aid about $50o.000 north of business
annually at Princeton.




See fibre You, Get Busy!
Meet put off buying yow Christmas resents until the few days just toe-
&we Christmas. RIGHT NOW we are showing (till stocks amid RIGHT
NOW is the time to make your selections. Conte pidak and get your
choice of the Bergman we are showing in Books, Bibbks. Dods_ Chinaware,
Ibums and Christmas Novelties
D. E. Wilson,
The Book Music Man




In this store is the finest. larg eat and moat complete line of original
art ever shown in the city Re member your best gut, mother or sis-
ter by presenting them with on e of these nice p.ctures that will last
longer than any other present y ou can make, and look nacs longer.
See C. C. Lee show window
Picture frames made in all sizes, in a few minutes. by the oldest
and most experienced picture f rainier in the city. We have mould-
ing in all sites and colors. If you have any picture framing done.
be sure to go to C. C. Lee. Mal Alatak, gi:
Mall paper
That will stick tighter and look brighter, is stronger and win lastlonger than any other paper in the city. We are making soma spe-cial prices on wall paper for a few days. If you are in need of pa-per, it will pay you to see C. C. Lee.
Window Shades
That shade your windows like you want them shaded: on rollersthat never fail to roll.
C. C. Lee
315 BRORDelay







eat Kentucky Opal Co.
INCORPORATED
.k*c Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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